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Abstract 

Title of Dissertation: Genetic and Functional Characterization of Zonulin as 
Prehaptoglobin-2 and its Role in Inflammation and Autoimmunity 
 
Craig R. Sturgeon, Doctor of Philosophy, 2017 
 
Dissertation Directed by: Dr. Alessio Fasano, Professor, Mucosal Immunology and 
Biology Research Center and Pediatrics, Massachusetts General Hospital and Dr. Terez 
Shea-Donohue, Professor, Radiation Oncology, University of Maryland School of 
Medicine  
 
Increased small intestinal permeability has recently been described as an integral element, 

along with genetic makeup and environmental triggers, in the pathogenesis of chronic 

inflammatory diseases (CIDs). We identified zonulin as a master regular of intercellular 

tight junctions, and both our group and others have linked the zonulin pathway to the 

development of several CIDs. We further characterized zonulin as the precursor of 

haptoglobin (Hp)-2. In this dissertation, my aim is to study the role of zonulin-mediated 

small intestinal permeability in the pathogenesis of CIDs by using a zonulin transgenic 

mouse model as well as zonulin genotyping and disease modeling in several CIDs. 

Zonulin transgenic Hp2 mice (Ztm) were subjected to dextran-sodium-sulfate (DSS) 

treatment, and their morbidity and mortality compared to C57Bl/6 (WT) mice. We 

observed increased morbidity (more severe body weight loss and colonic inflammation) 

and mortality at 11 days post DSS treatment in zonulin transgenic Hp2 mice compared to 

WT.  Ztm had increased small intestinal permeability at baseline compared to WT, which 

was exacerbated by DSS treatment and associated with upregulation of the zonulin gene 

in the small intestine. Treatment with the zonulin inhibitor AT1001 prevented the DSS-

induced increased small intestinal permeability and completely reversed mortality rates. 

We went on to study the risk Hp genotypes in disease development by using a 



combination of HLA and Hp genotypes to predict disease outcome. We observed 

increased HP2 allele frequency in several CIDs studied. Additionally, the HP2 allele 

(both in homozygosity and heterozygosity) seems to increase the risk of early age of 

onset of Type 1 diabetes (T1D). Using the combination of HLA and Hp genotypes, we 

were able to create accurate positive predictive models for celiac disease (CD) and T1D. 

Taken together, these data show that the zonulin gene can be mechanistically linked to 

increased small intestinal permeability that leads to a break of tolerance with subsequent 

development of CIDs. Additionally, the use of the Hp genotype, either alone or in 

addition to other genetic markers, may be a useful tool to create predictive models for 

disease development for precision and preventive medicine approaches. 
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Chapter 1. Zonulin, a regulator of epithelial and endothelial barrier functions, and 
its involvement in chronic inflammatory diseases1 

 
1.1 Introduction 

 Increased intestinal permeability has recently been proposed as an integral 

element, along with genetic makeup and environmental triggers, in the pathogenesis of 

chronic inflammatory diseases (CIDs), including allergic, autoimmune, and metabolic 

diseases.2-4 The incidence of these conditions in industrialized countries has been on a 

steady rise since the 1950’s,5 leading to the formulation of the hygiene hypothesis.5,6  The 

rate and timeline of these epidemics imply that genetic factors are necessary but not 

sufficient in determining which individuals will develop these diseases, pointing to a key 

role of environmental factors as a driving force causing CIDs in genetically predisposed 

individuals. Increased hygiene in developing countries has not been paralleled by similar 

epidemics of CIDs, which calls into question the validity of the hygiene hypothesis, while 

pointing to a more complex dynamic of host-environment interaction, centered on the 

possible epigenetic role of the microbial ecosystem with which we co-exist from birth. 

The appreciation of the microbiome composition as a key “transductor” of pre-, peri-, and 

post-natal environmental factors affecting clinical outcomes has led to the formulation of 

the microbiota hypothesis. This postulates that key lifestyle factors, including modality of 

birth, overuse of antibiotics and, most importantly, dietary differences in industrialized 

countries, cause changes in the microbiome composition and ultimately fuel the onset of 

CIDs (Figure 1.1).7,8 It is now clear that there is a symbiotic relationship between the 

microbiome and the host. As early as 2001, it was described that commensal bacteria 

have an effect on intestinal permeability.9 

1. Sturgeon C, Fasano A. Zonulin, a regulator of epithelial and endothelial barrier functions, and its    involvement in 
chronic inflammatory diseases. Tissue Barriers. 2016;4(4):e1251384 
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Figure 1.1. Proposed effect of environmental stimuli causing changes in microbiome 
composition leading to CIDs. Pre-, peri-, and/or post-natal environmental factor can 
affect microbiota composition causing loss of barrier function, increased Ag trafficking, 
and altered immune response in genetically susceptible individuals eventually leading to 
the onset of CID 
 

Adapted from Martin et al.8 

Figure 1. Proposed mechanism for the development of chronic inflammatory diseases in children, highlighting early-life risk
factors that likely influence the pediatric microbiome and immune system development. CID, chronic inflammatory disease.

Volume 179 • December 2016

241

Downloaded from ClinicalKey.com at Massachusetts General Hospital March 30, 2017.
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Evidence has shown that impaired gut barrier function is a key pathogenic component 

rather than the epiphenomenon of several CIDs.10-12 In this dissertation I will  

discuss the history and role of zonulin, the only physiologic modulator of intercellular 

tight junctions (TJs) discovered to date in the development of several CIDs,13and 

ultimately give the first evidence to mechanistically link zonulin-dependent modulation 

of gut permeability to the pathogenesis of CID. Additionally, I will provide evidence for 

the use of the zonulin gene in disease modeling to stratify patient populations based on 

at-risk factors with the hope that these models and patients’ stratifications can be used in 

personalized treatment and prevention of CIDs. 

 

1.2 Intestinal physiology and tight junctions 

 The human intestine is lined with a single layer of epithelial cells that represents 

the largest interface between the environment and the host. The structural arrangement of 

the intestinal mucosa suggests an intimate cross talk between epithelial cells and the 

immune system for the coordinated surveillance of the content of the intestinal lumen.  

The intestinal mucosa is charged with the task of maintaining the balance between the 

absorption of nutrients and ions, the secretion of fluids, and the protection from 

microorganisms, toxins, and dietary antigens (Ags) present in the lumen. Historically, 

electron microscopy images did not reveal any transcellular space between epithelial cells, 

and TJs were thought to be an impermeable barrier blocking the paracellular passage of 

macromolecules and segregating the transcellular pathway for their transport. More 

recent research has shown that epithelial cells are held together by TJs, adherens 

junctions, and desmosomes,14 and TJs are now described as dynamic structures involved 
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in the physiologic and pathologic regulation of intestinal epithelial Ag trafficking through 

the paracellular pathway.15 

 

1.2a Structure of tight junctions 

TJs, the apical most junctional complex connecting both neighboring epithelial 

and endothelial cells, were first described in 1963 by Farquhar and Palade with their 

discovery of zonula occuldens (ZOs).14 The first component of the TJ itself was 

discovered in 1993 to be occludin.16 The subsequent discovery of many more classes of 

transmembrane proteins, including claudins,17 junctional adhesion molecules (JAMs),18 

tricellulin,19 and angulins20 demonstrate the complexity of TJs. These transmembrane 

proteins interact between themselves (both homophilic and heterophilic interactions) and 

with intracellular scaffolding proteins, including ZOs, which are anchored to the actin 

cytoskeleton. The interaction of occludin, claudins, JAMs and tricellulin between cells 

and with ZOs maintains the integrity of the TJ and controls the passage of molecules 

through the paracellular space. 

 

1.2b Regulation of intestinal tight junctions 

The regulation of TJs is essential in maintaining homeostasis between barriers, 

both in between body compartments and between the body and the external environment. 

Most research on intercellular TJ regulation has been focused on cytokine-mediated 

dysfunction in the context of established chronic inflammation, particularly in those 

conditions affecting the intestinal mucosa. Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) and 

interferon gamma (IFN-g) have been extensively studied for their effects on TJ barrier 
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function in the gut. The effect of TNF-a on the intestinal barrier has been associated with 

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD),21 graft-versus-host disease,22 and celiac disease 

(CD).23 In patients with Crohn’s disease (CrD), anti-TNF treatment is able to correct 

barrier disruption seen in the colon.21 The mechanism of TNF-a barrier disruption has 

been shown to be mediated by myosin-light-chain kinase (MLCK). MLCK activation 

alone has been shown to decrease TJ permeability both in vitro and in vivo.24,25 IFN-g 

increases intestinal permeability through changes in expression and localization of TJ 

proteins as well as rearrangement of the cytoskeleton.26 

 Pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) are important in the early innate immune 

response in the intestine. Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are a class of transmembrane PRRs 

that are important for microbial recognition and control of immune responses. TLR2 is 

one member of the TLR family that recognizes conserved patterns on both gram-negative 

and gram-positive bacteria. TLR2 is expressed on many cell types throughout the 

intestine, including epithelial cells.27 Stimulation of TLR2 in vitro increased trans- 

epithelial electrical resistance (decreasing permeability) through protein kinase C (PKC) 

activation and translocation of ZO-1 to the TJ complex.28 ZO-1 is controlled by the  

phosphoiositide 3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway in a myeloid differentiation primary 

response gene 88 (MyD88)-dependent manner.28 Additional studies provide evidence on 

the protective effect of TLR2 against dextran sodium sulfate (DSS)-induced colitis. TLR2 

stimulation did not cause an increase in fluorescein isothiocyante (FITC)-dextran passage 

or redistribution of ZO-1 away from the TJ.29 

 Proteinase activated receptor (PARs) are a family of G-protein-couple-receptors 

that are activated by proteolytic cleavage of their N-terminus revealing a tethered ligand. 
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PAR2 is found on both the apical and baso-lateral side of enterocytes.30 Stimulation of 

basolateral PAR2 results in increased permeability through redistribution of ZO-1, 

occludins, and F-actin.31 In addition, Coelho et al. demonstrated that in vivo the apical 

stimulation with a PAR2 activating peptide (SLIGRL) causes a dose dependent increase 

in intestinal permeability.32 Stimulation of PAR1 has also been shown to increase 

intestinal permeability.33  

 

1.2c Role of intestinal permeability in disease 

 A large number of CIDs have been described as having altered intestinal 

permeability including IBD,34 CD,13,35-37 Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS),38  multiple 

sclerosis (MS),39 rheumatoid arthritis (RA),34 type-1-diabetes (T1D),40 asthma,41,42 

necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC),43-45 and autism spectrum disorders (ASD).46  

Interestingly, less than 10% of subjects with a compatible genetic makeup advance to 

clinical disease, suggesting that environmental stimuli play a key role in determining 

which individuals progress to disease. Since the intestinal epithelium is the largest 

mucosal interface between host and environment, inappropriate Ag trafficking through 

the intestinal mucosa may be involved. 

 Under normal physiological conditions, the majority (~90%) of Ags that pass 

through the intestinal epithelium travel through the transcellular pathway. The 

transcellular pathway is regulated and leads to lysosomal degradation of Ags into small 

non-immunogenic peptides. The remaining ~10% of proteins cross the epithelium, 

through the paracellular pathway as full intact proteins or partially digested peptides, as  

tightly regulated Ag trafficking through intestinal TJs leads to Agic tolerance.13     
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 The role of epithelial cells in maintaining mucosal homeostasis was postulated by 

Hermiston and Gordon using chimeric mice with defective cadherin.47 These mice 

developed profound epithelial defects including incomplete cell polarization, 

inappropriate actin cytoskeleton distribution, increased migration of enterocytes along 

crypt-villous axis, and premature apoptosis.47 These mice went on to develop IBD 

resembling CrD without additional external stimuli.48 Additional studies show transgenic 

mice with constitutively active MLCK have increased intestinal permeability due to TJ 

disassembly.25 Although, these mice show increased permeability they do not manifest 

any signs of overt disease.25 The increased permeability observed in these mice is 

considered similar to the barrier dysfunction seen in healthy relatives of patients with 

CrD, CD, and T1D.4,49 Experiments performed on JAM-A knockout mice revealed that 

these animals have increased intestinal permeability but only low grade colonic 

inflammation and normal epithelial architecture.50 Similar results were obtained with an 

intestinal specific non-muscle myosin IIA heavy chain knockout mice (NM IIA cKO).51 

Both JAM-A-/- and NM IIA cKO mice also show increased susceptibility to DSS-induced 

colitis. Together these data suggest intestinal permeability may contribute to the 

development of several CIDs, provided that additional genetic traits regulating immune 

response and exposure to an environmental trigger are present. This hypothesis is 

consistent with the case report of a healthy first-degree relative of a CrD patient who 

displayed signs of increased intestinal permeability 8 y prior to her own development of 

CrD.52  

 Additional experiments on transgenic mice with constitutively active MLCK shed 

additional light on the role of increased permeability on disease development. The 
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MLCK transgenic mice were crossed with recombination-activation gene (rag)-1 

knockout mice (which lack mature B and T cells). The Rag-1-/- and constitutively active 

MLCK mice, as well as their Rag1-/- with normal MLCK littermates, received cluster of 

differentiation (CD)4+CD45RBhi (CD45RB is an isoform of CD45 with exon 5 splicing, 

encoding the B determinant) naive T cells from wild-type mice. While both groups of 

mice went on to develop colitis, the colitis in mice with constitutively active MLCK was 

accelerated and more clinically severe.25 

Intestinal barrier disruption has been shown to have a role in disease development, 

but it has also been shown to be insufficient for disease development. Another key piece 

of the puzzle seems to be the involvement of the mucosal immune system. It has been 

reported that barrier dysfunction can influence the immunoregulatory process of the 

mucosa.53 Induction of mucosal erosion and barrier dysfunction through intrarectal 

ethanol was followed by increased IFN-g and interleukin (IL)-10 producing mononuclear 

cells, and CD4+CD25+, latency-associated peptide (LAP) expressing T cells in the lamina 

propria. The ethanol administration and subsequent presence of the LAP+ T-cells 

protected against trinitrobenzene sulphonic acid (TNBS) induced colitis. The induction of 

LAP+ T cells was dependent on CD11c+dendritric cells (DCs), TLR2, and a normal 

microbiome.53 Interestingly, CD11c+ DCs are able to interact with epithelial cells and 

increase their ability to induce T-regulatory cells.54 These observations suggest a key role 

for the interaction between epithelial cells, immune cells, and the luminal 

microenvironment in the maintenance of intestinal homeostasis.   
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1.3 History and evolution of zonulin  

Conducting research while developing a vaccine for Vibrio cholera led our group 

to the discovery of zonula occludens toxin (Zot), an enterotoxin which is able to 

reversibly open intracellular TJs.55 Subsequent research led to the appreciation of the 

complexity of the signaling cascades triggered by Zot involved in its regulation of the 

paracellular pathway. Zot causes polymerization of actin of targeted cells leading to 

disassembly of TJ complexes through a PKC-dependent mechanism.56 

Immunofluorescent studies have shown that Zot is able to interact with epithelial cells 

along the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, with the highest binding in the jejunum and distal 

ileum, and decreasing along the villous to crypt axis.57 These binding studies confirm 

data on the regional effect of Zot along the intestine.     

  Given the complexity of the intracellular signaling activated by Zot leading to TJ 

modulation, it was hypothesized that the toxin mimics an endogenous protein which is 

able to regulate the epithelial TJs. The combination of Ussing chamber experiments and 

anti-Zot antibodies led to the identification a ~47kDa human analog to Zot, named 

zonulin.36 Ex vivo studies show endogenous human zonulin is able to increase 

permeability in both the jejunum and ileum.58     

 Studies on human sera from CD patients, who have increased zonulin levels36 as 

determined by ELISA measurement using polyclonal zonulin cross reacting anti-Zot 

antibodies, revealed that zonulin is pre-haptoglobin(Hp)-2, the pro-protein of Hp2 before 

enzymatic cleavage into its mature form.59 Recombinant zonulin produced by expressing 

the HP2 cDNA in a baculovirus system, was detected by the anti-Zot antibodies59 and 

showed the expected permeating effect on gut mucosa when tested ex vivo in C57BL/6 
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small intestine. When mice were gavaged with recombinant zonulin and subjected to 

sucrose and lactulose/mannitol tests, they showed increased gastroduodenal and small 

intestine permeability measured within 24 hours of zonulin exposure, which returned to 

baseline level after 48 hours.59 To confirm the increase in permeability was specific to 

zonulin (pre-Hp2), recombinant zonulin was subject to proteolytic cleavage, resulting in 

the mature a and b chains of Hp2. The effects of zonulin observed in both the in vivo and 

ex vivo experiments failed to cause changes in permeability after proteolytic cleavage.59 

Together these results confirmed that zonulin is pre-Hp2, and when cleaved in its mature 

Hp2 form, it loses its effect on paracellular permeability.    

 

1.3a Evolutionary Biology of Haptoglobin 

Hp is an ancient protein that has been genetically mapped as first appearing ~450 

million years ago in bony fish.60 From that point in evolution the HP gene has been 

conserved. Hp’s primary function is to bind free hemoglobin (Hb) in order to prevent the 

oxidative stress caused by free intravascular Hb. The Hp-Hb complex is cleared through 

binding of the scavenger receptor CD163 on monocytes/macrophages.61  

In humans, Hp is found in 2 genetic variants, HP1 and HP2. The Human HP1 

gene is homologous to the HP gene found in other mammals. Genetically human HP1 is 

made up of 5 exons and 4 introns. HP2 arose from an uneven crossover that occurred ~2 

million years ago causing the duplication of exons 3 and 4 of HP1 giving rise to the HP2 

gene with 7 exons and 6 introns.62   

Hp is translated as a pro-protein before enzymatic cleavage into an a and b chain 

by complement-1-related like protease (C1r-LP) in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER).63 
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The b chain (~35kDa) is conserved in Hp1 and Hp2 and contains an inactive 

chymotrypsin-like serine protease domain, while the a chain exists in 2 forms a-1 (9kDa) 

and a-2 (18kDa), corresponding to the HP1 and HP2 genes respectively, and containing 

a complement control domain.64,65 These 2 a chains give rise to three different possible 

genetic combinations in humans, Hp1-1 (HP1homozygous), Hp2-1(carries both HP1 and 

HP2 genes), and Hp2-2 (HP2 homozygous). After pre-Hp is cleaved, the a and b chains 

disulfide bridges and heterodimerize to form polymers that are the mature functional 

form of Hp. 

Before the discovery of zonulin as pre-Hp2, no biological function had been 

described for either form of Hp precursors, as they are cleaved in the ER and minimal 

pre-Hp is found circulating in the plasma. Interestingly, Hp was historically used 

clinically as a marker of general inflammation, similar to C-reactive protein today, as it is 

an acute phase protein. The discovery of zonulin as pre-Hp2 added a mechanistic 

explanation to the elevated Hp levels during inflammation. 

Additionally, the distribution of Hp genotypes in a wide variety of disease has 

been extensively studied. In 2007 Carter and Worwood reviewed all the disorders in 

which Hp was reported to be associated. Of the 23 disorders that were linked to Hp, 11 

were shown to be more common in patients with the Hp2-1 or Hp2-2 genotype.66 The 

Hp2-2 phenotype has also been associated with worse prognosis of infectious diseases 

such as HIV67 and tuberculosis.68 The HP2 allele has also been shown to be associated 

with autoimmune disorders, CD59,69 and CrD,70,71 neurological disorders, epilepsy72 

schizophrenia,73 complications in diabetes (including diabetic nephropathy74 and diabetic 

retinopathy75), and Chagas’ disease.76,77 This association of Hp2 with CIDs was 
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postulated to be related to the less efficient capability of Hp2 to bind Hb, which will 

cause oxidative stress from free Hb, and therefore inflammation. While this could be a 

plausible hypothesis, increased hemolysis and subsequent oxidative tissue damage have 

never been reported in these diseases. 

Wicher and Fries suggested that Hp evolved from the complement-associated 

protein mannose-binding-lectin-associated serine proteinase (MASP).60 Furthermore, the 

a-chain contains a complement control protein domain while the b-chain is similar to 

chymotrypsin-like serine proteases.60,64 However in Hp, the essential active site necessary 

for catalytic protease function has been lost, but it does share ~19% amino acid sequence 

homology with chymotrypsin. Interestingly, PAR2 (one of the receptors that zonulin 

signals through, see next section) is activated by cleavage of its tethered ligand by serine 

proteases. Additional alignment to other serine protease reveals highly conserved regions 

in the b-chain of Hp. These observations provide strong evidence that zonulin and serine 

proteases evolved from a common ancestor, with zonulin losing its proteolytic function 

during evolution. Interestingly, epidermal growth factor (EGF) and other plasminogen-

related growth factors are members of the MASP family, and it has been shown that 

zonulin signals though EGFR.59  

 

1.4 Zonulin signaling 

 Sequential and structural analysis of zonulin revealed an EGF-like motif and it 

was therefore hypothesized that zonulin may disassemble TJ through EGF activation, 

since it has been described that EGF can modulate the actin cytoskeleton,78,79 similar to 

effects seen with zonulin.58,80 In vitro studies in Caco-2 cells showed zonulin caused EGF 
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receptor (EGFR) phosphorylation and subsequent increases in permeability, which was 

blocked by an EGFR inhibitor.59 Trypsin digested zonulin was tested, to confirm the 

effect was not due to mature Hp2, and showed no EGFR activation.59 Additionally, it was 

shown that EGFR activation was dependent on PAR2 as demonstrated both in Caco2 

cells in which the receptor was silenced, and in PAR2-/- mice59. Zonulin contains a PAR2 

activating peptide-like sequence in its b-chain (FCAGMS) that is very similar to the 

PAR2 Zot-activating peptide AT1002 (FCIGRL). It had been reported previously that 

several G-protein coupled recptors, including PAR2, are able to transactivate EGFR.81 

The signaling pathways triggered by Zot and zonulin leading to TJ disassembly 

have been extensively studied with similar results. (Figure 1.2).82 Indeed, as shown with 

zonulin, Zot also binds to PAR2 through its AT1002 active domain generated during Zot 

trafficking in V. cholera.83 AT1002 (FCIGRL) structurally resembles the PAR2 

activating peptide tethering motif (SLIGRL) and causes increased permeability through 

displacement of ZO-1 and occludin from the cell junctions that occurred only if PAR2 

was expressed in the target cells (Figure 1.2).84 The displacement of ZO-1 and occludin 

was shown to be secondary to PKCa-dependent phosphorylation of ZO-1, causing 

decreased TJ protein-protein interactions, and of myosin-1C that, together with the 

cytoskeletal rearrangement, temporarily removes ZO-1 and occludin from the junctional 

complex (Figure 1.2).84 While ZO-1 displacement is not sufficient to cause a barrier 

defect,85 the combination with other intracellular signaling events affecting TJs, including 

occludin displacement, actin polymerization, and myosin-1C phosphorylation,54,82 may 

contribute to a more profound rearrangement of the junctional complex that ultimately 

causes transient TJ disassembly. 
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Figure 1.2: Mechanism of gliadin- and bacteria-induced zonulin release and subsequent increase 
in intestinal permeability. Gliadin specific peptides or bacteria (1) cause a CXCR-3-mediated, 
MyD88-dependent zonulin release (2). Zonulin transactivates EGFR through PAR2 leading to 
PKC-a dependent TJ disassembly (3). Increased intestinal permeability leads to paracellular 
passage of non-self Ags (4) into the lamina propria where they are able to interact with the 
immune system.  
 

Adapted from Fasano13 
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1.5 Zonulin release 
The two major triggers of zonulin release described in scientific literature to date 

are bacterial colonization and gliadin. It is well described that many enteric pathogens are 

able to produce enterotoxins that affect the intestinal TJs of the host. In addition to 

enteroxins, several enteric pathogens, including commensal Eschericha coli, lab E. coli, 

virulent E. coli, and Salmonella typhi have been shown to cause a release of zonulin from 

the intestine when applied to the apical surface.86 Following the release of zonulin, the 

intestine showed increased permeability and disassembly of ZO-1 from the TJ complex.86   

 Gliadin is the other trigger that has been well described in the release of zonulin.87,88 

Gliadin, only when applied to the apical surface, caused a release of zonulin and 

subsequent increase in permeability in both cell culture models and ex vivo studies of 

intestinal tissue.89,90 The increase in permeability, but not the release of zonulin, was 

blocked with the pretreatment of the zonulin inhibitor AT-1001.87 Lammers et al. 

described that specific non-digestible gliadin peptides are able to bind the CXCR3 

receptor on the apical surface of enterocytes to cause zonulin release.90 The CXCR3 

receptor is also overexpressed on the apical surface of CD patients,90 which may explain 

the increased levels of zonulin detected in intestinal explant obtained from CD patients 

when exposed to gliadin.35 While the full signaling cascade following gliadin binding to 

CXCR3 leading to the release of zonulin is not completely understood, it has been shown 

to be dependent on MyD88, a key adapter molecule in the TLR signaling pathway.90 

(Figure 1.2) Gliadin is also able to cause a release of zonulin and pro-inflammatory 

cytokines from macrophages similar to the response seen after bacterial exposure.88 The 

zonulin release from macrophages is also MyD88 dependent, but TLR2 and TLR4 

independent.90 
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1.6 Role of zonulin in specific diseases 

Zonulin has been implicated in many CIDs (Table 1.1). Independent from the CID 

considered, the steps leading to break of tolerance and subsequent development of CID 

seem to be similar (Figure 1.3).  Under physiological circumstances there is tight control 

of mucosal Ag trafficking (Ag sampling) that, in concert with specific immune cells and 

chemokine and cytokine mediators, leads to anergy and, therefore, mucosal tolerance 

(Figure 1.3). The inappropriate production of an increased amount of zonulin causes a 

functional loss of barrier function, with subsequent inappropriate and uncontrolled Ag 

trafficking instigating an innate immune response by the submucosal immune 

compartment. If this process continues, an adaptive immune response is mounted causing 

production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, including IFN-g and TNF-a which causes a 

further opening of the paracellular pathway to the passage of Ags, creating a vicious 

cycle. Ultimately, these processes lead to break of tolerance with subsequent onset of 

CIDs that have been associated with dysregulation of the zonulin pathway, with special 

emphasis on CD and T1D, the 2 conditions in which the role of zonulin in disease 

pathophysiology and gut barrier disruption has been the most well described. In many of 

the other CIDs zonulin has only been shown to be upregulated, and the mechanism is 

unknown. 
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Figure 1.3 Proposed mechanism of zonulin in causing loss of barrier function leading to 
development of CID. Normal barrier trafficking of non-self-Ags (Ag sampling), together with 
specific gut-associated lamina propria cells and cytokines micro milieu leads to mucosal 
tolerance (1). Environmental stimuli cause microbiome imbalance triggering zonulin release (2) 
leading to increased Ag influx from gut lumen to the lamina propria (3). Ags in the lamina 
propria activate the immune system causing IFN-g and TNF-a release further exacerbating the 
increased gut permeability and immune response (4). This leads to a vicious cycle which causes 
break of tolerance and ultimately, onset of CIDs in genetically predisposed individuals.  

Adapted from Brandtzaeg91 
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1.6a Autoimmune disorders 

Celiac disease 

CD is an autoimmune enteropathy triggered by the ingestion of gluten-containing 

grains in genetically susceptible individuals. CD is a complex genetic disorder in which 

many gene associations have been identified. The HLA status has been identified as 

accounting for up to 40% of the genetic load. The presence of either DQ2 (HLA-

DQA1*05-DQB1*02) or DQ8 (HLA-DQA1*03-DQB1*0302) is necessary but not 

sufficient to develop CD as ~40% of the general population also has either DQ2 or DQ8. 

The ingestion of gluten in CD patients causes destruction of the intestinal villi through a 

mechanism that is only partially established. Diagnosis is based on serological screening 

showing presence of auto-antibodies to tissue transglutaminase enzyme, followed by an 

upper GI endoscopy with duodenal biopsy showing the typical celiac autoimmune 

enteropathy characterized by the presence of intraepithelial lymphocytes, crypt 

hyperplasia, and villous blunting. Current treatment options are limited to dietary 

restriction of gluten from the diet, or gluten-free diet (GFD). The GFD allows the 

intestinal mucosa to heal and villous architecture to return to normal in many cases. 

Although diagnosis is based on an intestinal biopsy, CD is a systemic disease that can 

affect many different organs and cause diverse extra-intestinal symptoms. 

Gluten is a complex molecule consisting of gliadin and glutenins. Gliadin is a 

subunit of the protein gluten which is found in wheat, rye, and barley. Through extensive 

research at least 50 toxic epitopes have been identified. Their effects include cytotoxicity, 

immunomodulation, and barrier disruption.90,91 The alpha-gliadin fragment has been 

mapped with specific domains exerting different effects on the body. The 31-43 peptide 
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exerts a cytotoxic effect, the 57-89 peptide (referred to as 33mer) exerts an 

immunomodulatory effect, the 111-130 and 151-170 peptides are able to bind CXCR3 

and release zonulin90 and the 261-277 peptide causes IL-8 release.91 Recent research into 

the identification of cereals or pseudo-cereal with low or null-toxicity has identified 

ID331, an ancient form of Triticum monococcum wheat that lacks the immunodominant 

33-mer fragment.92 In vitro  experiments on Caco-2 cells showed that ID331 did not 

increase permeability or cause release of zonulin.93  

 CD has been used as a model disorder to study the effect of zonulin since its 

involvement in the development and pathogenesis of the disease has been well 

documented.3,13,35,36,59,80,87,88,90,94-97 In CD patients, zonulin is produced after gluten 

ingestion as shown by Drago et al.35 Exposure of intestinal biopsies to pepsin-

trypsin(PT)-digested gliadin fragments in the Ussing chamber caused an increase in 

zonulin release. Interestingly, zonulin release could be measured in both CD in remission 

and healthy control patients, although in healthy controls the level of zonulin release was 

low and tightly regulated, as shown by the short-term release, with zonulin returning to 

baseline within 20 minutes.35 Conversely, CD patients displayed a much more robust and 

prolonged zonulin release following gliadin stimulation35, followed by a significant 

increase in gut permeability. The release of zonulin and subsequent increase in intestinal 

permeability was blocked using the zonulin antagonist AT-1001.35 Also, noteworthy was 

the observation that CD patients in full remission without PT-gliadin stimulation had 

constitutively increased zonulin produced by the intestine, which correlated to an increase 

in permeability compared to healthy controls.35 Recent research has also shown that 

serum zonulin levels correlated with the enterovirus and tolerogenic indoleamine 2,3-
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dioxygenase 1 positive DCs density in the small intestinal mucosa.97 This observation 

may suggest activation of an immunoregulatory process when there is a loss of small 

intestinal barrier function in CD patients.  

 AT1001 (now named Larazotide acetate), is a synthetic eight amino acid peptide 

that antagonizes the zonulin pathway.98 Pre-clinical trials have shown larazotide acetate 

to be able to prevent the zonulin permeating activity.99,12,100 Larazotide acetate was also 

able to block horseradish peroxidase passage and suppress the innate immune response 

following a gliadin challenge in HLA-HCD4/DQ8 mice,99 a double transgenic used to 

study responses to gliadin before severe inflammation and intestinal damage.101-104  

 Larazotide acetate is currently in clinical trials as a treatment for CD. Phase II 

clinical trial results have shown that following a gluten challenge larazotide acetate is 

able to decrease permeability (only in inpatient setting),105 decrease GI and extra-

intestinal symptoms,105-107 and block an increase of tTG antibodies.106,107 Additionally, a 

study on patients who had persistent symptoms despite following a strict GFD showed 

larazotide was able to reduce their symptoms.108 These clinical trials have shown positive 

results for Larazotide acetate, which is now entering phase III clinical trials in CD 

patients.        

Type-1-diabetes 

 T1D is an autoimmune condition caused by the destruction of the insulin 

producing beta-cell of the pancreas.109 The exact pathogenesis of T1D is not completely 

understood, however both genetic and environmental factors seem to be at play. T1D 

shares a genetic association with CD with the HLA locus, specifically HLA DQ2 and 

DQ8. The trigger of T1D has not been discovered but many possible environmental 
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factors have been scrutinized, although none have been confirmed as a clear causative 

agent of T1D.  T1D has similar pathogenic challenges to other autoimmune disorders, as 

the environmental trigger must cross the epithelial barrier and interact with the immune 

system.  

 GI symptoms have been well documented to occur in T1D patients but are 

thought to be due to altered intestinal motility secondary to autonomic neuropathy.110 

Recent studies have described increased intestinal permeability to prelude these GI 

symptoms and the development of T1D111,112. These studies, including those performed 

in BioBreeding diabetic-prone (BBDP) rats, which spontaneously develop T1D, suggest a 

possible pathogenic role for intestinal barrier defects in T1D. The BBDP rats have 

increased intestinal permeability in the small intestine (but not in the colon), which 

precedes the loss of tolerance to glucose by at least one month.113 In addition, histological 

analysis of the pancreatic islets cells at the time of the loss of barrier function showed 

normal pathology.113 These studies show the loss of intestinal barrier function occurs 

before the histological damage or loss of glucose tolerance seen in T1Ds. Subsequent 

experiments confirmed these findings and reported the increased intestinal permeability 

was zonulin-dependent.12 Furthermore, oral administration of the zonulin blocker 

AT1001 (larazotide acetate) in the BBDP rats corrected the gut barrier defect and reduced 

the incidence of diabetes.12  

   The involvement of zonulin in T1D seen in BBDP rats was confirmed in human 

studies showing ~50% of T1D patients have increased serum zonulin levels, some of 

them showing these changes in the pre-diabetic phase of the disease.4 Interestingly, a 

subset (~25%) of first-degree relatives of T1D patients also showed increased serum 
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zonulin.4 These data suggest zonulin may play a role in the pathogenesis of T1D in a 

subset of patients.  

Inflammatory Bowel Diseases 

 Increased intestinal permeability has been shown to play a crucial role in the 

pathogenesis of both CrD and UC.49,114-117 Arrieta et al. used the IL-10 knockout (IL-10-

/-) colitis model to show a direct relationship between increases in small intestinal 

permeability and development of colitis.10 IL-10-/- mice were shown to have increased 

permeability in the small intestine that preluded the development of colitis. Treatment 

with the zonulin inhibitor AT-1001 caused a significant reduction in the severity of 

colitis.10 Together, these experiments suggest a role for increased small intestinal 

permeability in causing aberrant Ag trafficking with a subsequent activation of the gut 

immune cells that ultimately migrate to the large intestine where they cause more severe 

colitis.  Therefore, restoration of a normal small intestinal barrier function may be an 

effective treatment option for colitis. 

Multiple sclerosis 

 MS patients show increased permeability of both the blood-brain barrier (BBB) 

and the intestine. Interestingly, patients with progressive MS showed increased levels of 

serum zonulin, while those with relapsing-remitting MS showed serum zonulin levels 

similar to controls.13 A study focused on the experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis 

(EAE) mouse model of MS has further described how zonulin is involved in MS.118 

Intestinal permeability and intestinal zonulin are increased during the pre-clinical phase 

of neurological symptoms, suggesting a role for zonulin in disease development.118 
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Ankylosing Spondylitis 

 Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is thought to be an autoimmune disorder causing 

long-term inflammation and ultimately arthritis in the axial skeleton.119 Recent work by 

Ciccia et al. in collaboration with our own lab has shown specific mechanisms for how 

zonulin is involved in AS.120 Zonulin was shown to have increased expression in the 

ileum of AS patients, where previously they reported dysbiosis of the microbiome.121  

Furthermore, bacteria isolated from biopsies of AS patients caused a significant 

upregulation of zonulin when added to Caco-2 cells. They went on to show changes in 

endothelial junctional proteins in vivo, which could be modulated by zonulin in vitro. 

Overall, this work provides a mechanism by which increased levels of zonulin and 

dysbiosis of the intestinal microbiota could cause inflammation and lead to AS.  

 

1.6b Metabolic disorders and obesity 

Obesity  

 Obesity has recently been shown to be associated with chronic inflammation.122-

124 In an obesity mouse model, increased intestinal permeability and absorption of 

macromolecules were observed.125 Additionally, obese patients are at risk for developing 

secondary complications to their obesity such as high cholesterol, type-2-diabets (T2D), 

coronary heart disease, high blood pressure, and stroke. Several studies have shown that 

serum zonulin level is increased in obese vs. non-obese subjects or is correlated with 

obesity measurements.126-131 Additional correlations have been seen among zonulin and 

glucose and insulin.129 Zak-Golab et al. have shown correlations between total bacteria 

and serum zonulin levels. They suggest that dysbiosis of the gut microbiota may cause 
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increased zonulin levels, with subsequent abnormal gut permeability to endotoxins, such 

as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and, ultimately leading to the micro-inflammation seen in 

obesity.127 

Type-2-diabetes 

 Evidence has also been provided suggesting that zonulin is not only associated 

with obesity, but also with its metabolic complications. Serum zonulin has been shown to 

be increased in T2D patients,128,132,133 and it has been suggested, through multivariate 

analysis, that the relationship between insulin sensitivity and serum zonulin may be 

modulated through IL-6.126 It is interesting to note that the zonulin promoter is under IL-6 

control134 and, therefore, zonulin modulation by IL-6 may be mechanistically related to 

its expression.  

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease 

 In addition, serum zonulin was increased in obese children with non-alcoholic 

fatty liver disease (NAFLD) compared to obese children without NAFLD and correlated 

with the severity of steatosis.135 

Polycystic ovary syndrome     

 Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is an endocrinopathy in women of 

reproductive age due to elevated levels of androgens. It has been reported that both 

genetic makeup and the environment contribute to the development of PCOS.136 The 

majority of women with PCOS are overweight and insulin resistant. It is well described 

that PCOS is characterized by a chronic state of inflammation. Studies have suggested 

increased zonulin associated with altered gut permeability137 as key pathogenic elements, 

together with intestinal microbiota, for development of PCOS.138 
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1.6c Lung Diseases 

 In addition to the GI tract, the lung is another mucosal surface where the altered 

function of TJs can play a role in a variety of diseases. The mechanisms of airway 

inflammation are still incompletely established.  

Acute lung injury 

 Leakage of plasma contents into the lungs is observed in acute lung injury (ALI) 

and acute respiratory distress syndrome.139 Zonulin has been implicated in the 

disassembly of lung TJs in ALI.140 Blocking of the zonulin pathway by AT-1001 or by 

zonulin neutralizing antibodies reduced the severity of ALI.140 Additionally, both zonulin 

and its agonist peptide, AT-1002, intensified ALI and increased lung permeability. The 

mechanism is thought to be through zonulin-dependent complement activation in the 

lung.140 

Asthma 

 In addition to increases in lung permeability, intestinal permeability has also been 

implicated in other lung diseases such as asthma.41,42 Preliminary data suggest that a 

subset of asthmatic patients have increased serum zonulin levels and ~40% have 

increased intestinal permeability.13  

 These data suggest that both the lung and intestinal mucosa may be routes through 

which specific Ags can gain access to the submucosa with subsequent exposure to the 

immune system leading to lung inflammation.   

Pneumonia 

 Pneumonia is a common upper respiratory infection that can be caused by bacteria, 

viruses, fungi, and parasites. Cangemi et al. were the first to associate increased serum 
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zonulin with community-acquired pneumonia (CAP), which refers to pneumonia that is 

not contracted while in the hospital,  in two separate studies.141,142 Although increased 

risk of myocardial injury is associated with CAP, the underlying mechanisms are not 

completely understood, but some research suggests platelet activation is implicated.143 

Their studies show that serum zonulin is upregulated in CAP patients at hospital 

admission, compared to hospital controls, which then decreased from admission level at 

hospital discharge and correlated with serum LPS.141,142 They went on to show LPS is 

able to increase P-selectin, which functions as a cell adhesion molecule in endothelial 

cells,  which is released in a nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) 

oxidase-2 (NOX2) dependent manor.142 Together, these findings implicate zonulin in 

enhancing P-selectin release through increasing circulating levels of LPS in CAP patients.   

 

1.6d Heart diseases 

Coronary artery disease 

 Coronary artery disease (CAD) is a major cause of death throughout the world. 

Several studies have shown a link between infectious pathogens and CAD.144-146 

Additionally, enterobacteria have been detected in atherosclerotic plaque biopsies. CAD 

patients have been shown to have increased serum zonulin levels and high levels of 

Enterobacteriaceaes in their blood.147 These data suggest that zonulin-dependent 

bacterial translocation may cause increased levels of bacteria in the circulation, with 

subsequent onset of atherosclerotic plaque leading to CAD.   
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1.6e Neurological disorders 

 The BBB is formed by endothelial cells and separates the circulating blood from 

the brain. Since zonulin can also modulate endothelial TJs, it was hypothesized that 

zonulin dysregulation may be involved in the pathogenesis of neurological disorders.  

Gliomas 

 Zonulin has also been shown to be implicated in brain tumors, specifically 

gliomas.148,149 Skardelly et al. showed an increased expression of zonulin in gliomas that 

correlated with the degree of malignancy and degradation of the BBB.149 In vitro studies 

on a glioma cell line showed zonulin was expressed in high amounts compared to non-

glioma control cells.148 Additionally, zonulin has been shown to induce transmigration of 

neuronal progenitor cells across the BBB.148 

 

1.6f Systemic infectious diseases 

Septicemia 

 Intestinal barrier dysfunction has been implicated in the pathogenesis and 

progression of septicemia. Yoseph et al. have shown in an experimental model of sepsis 

that expression of TJ proteins is altered.150 In patients with septicemia serum zonulin 

levels were found to be increased.151 Post-surgical septicemia continues to be a common 

complication despite advances in surgical techniques and perioperative care. It was 

hypothesized that zonulin could be a key contributor to post-surgical septicemia.152 Liu et 

al. described how treatments with probiotics can decrease post-surgical septicemia and 

are correlated with decreased serum zonulin levels.152 These data implicated increased 
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release of zonulin from enterocytes leading to the migration of bacteria across the 

epithelium and subsuquent development of septicemia. 

HIV 

 It is widely accepted that the intestine plays an integral role in the 

immunopathogenesis of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV).153-155 Interestingly, it has 

been reported that decreased zonulin levels correlated with increased mortality in HIV 

patients.156 Additionally, treatment with HIV treatment drugs, maraviroc and raltegracir 

(CCR5 receptor antagonist and integrase inhibitor), increased serum zonulin levels.157 

Combined, these data suggest that the zonulin pathway in its innate immunity function 

can be protective against HIV infection. 

 

1.6g Intestinal diseases 

Irritable bowel syndrome 

 The pathophysiology leading to the development of IBS is unknown, but it has 

been reported that patients with IBS have increased gut permeability.38 Recent data show 

patients with diarrhea-associated IBS (IBS-D) have increased serum zonulin levels.158 

Interestingly, PAR2 has been suggested to be involved in the increased permeability 

detected in IBS-D patients.159 Serine-proteases, which activate PAR2, are found to be 

increased in the luminal contents of IBS-D patients but not in constipated or alternating 

IBS patients.160 Diluted fecal supernatants of human IBS-D patients increased 

permeability of mouse mucosa when added to the apical surface. These changes were not 

detected in PAR2-/- mice.161 Additionally, IBS-D patients who carry either the HLA-DQ2 

or DQ8 genotype have increased gut permeability compared to IBS-D who do not carry 
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one of those HLA genotypes.162 Taken together, these data suggest zonulin signaling 

through PAR2 is involved in the pathogenesis of IBS-D.  

 

Non-celiac gluten sensitivity 

 Non-celiac gluten sensitivity (NCGS) is a newly described condition that 

clinically presents similarly to CD but does not have the intestinal damage seen in CD.163 

It has been reported that patients with NCGS may have an increase in intestinal 

permeability following gluten exposure.37 Preliminary evidence also suggests increased 

serum zonulin levels in patients with NCGS.158 These studies suggest early events in 

NCGS pathogenesis may be similar to CD.   

Environmental enteropathy 

 Environmental enteropathy (EE) is a disease of unknown etiology seen in 

developing countries. It is hypothesized that constant exposure to infectious agents in the 

proximal intestine causes increased gut permeability, excess of macromolecules, and 

endotoxin trafficking that trigger chronic inflammation leading to an enteropathy that 

structurally resembles CD. Like in CD, the enteropathy causes decreased absorption of 

key nutrients eventually leading to stunted growth. We have recently shown that serum 

zonulin levels and other markers of barrier dysfunction are correlated with stunted growth 

in EE patients.164 This data provided additional evidence that a functional loss of barrier 

function may play a key role in the pathophysiology and EE.   

Necrotizing Enterocolitis 

 NEC is a devastating disease that affects premature infants resulting in bacteria 

translocation causing local infection, inflammation, and eventually necrosis in portions of 
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the intestine. Changes in TJ protein expression and localization during NEC have been 

described in several studies.43-45,165,166 A recently published study implicated the role of 

zonulin in NEC.167 Pre-treatment of Caco2 cells with Bifidobacterium before LPS 

exposure decreased release of zonulin and preserved TJ competency.167 Ling et al. went 

further to confirm these results in an in vivo rat model of NEC.167 This study highlights a 

model in which changes in the microbiome can influence the release of zonulin and 

subsequent intestinal barrier function.      

 

1.7 Conclusions 

 Zonulin is a protein involved in the functional regulation of both epithelial and 

endothelial barrier functions whose role in health and disease is still the object of active 

research. While the specific pathophysiological role of zonulin in many of these diseases 

is poorly understood, we propose that the loss of gut barrier function, through increased 

zonulin, as an essential step to initiate the inflammatory process. In CD and possibility 

T1D, research shows gliadin as the trigger of zonulin release leading to gut barrier 

dysfunction. In other CIDs the specific instigator causing increased zonulin release is not 

known, but an imbalanced microbiome or its inappropriate distribution along the GI tract 

may be the triggering factors, as described in Figure 1.3.  Dysbiosis of the microbiome 

may cause the release of zonulin, which then leads to the passage of luminal contents 

across the epithelial barrier triggering the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines. The 

presence of cytokines eventually sustains the increased permeability causing a massive 

influx of dietary and microbial Ags leading to the activation of T-cells. Depending on the 

genetic makeup of the host, these T-cells can remain within the GI tract causing CIDs of 
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the gut (IBD, CD, IBS, NCGS, EE, NEC) or migrate to several different organs to cause 

systemic CIDs. Research using larazotide acetate, a zonulin antagonist, in animal models 

and now in clinical trials, has not only confirmed the pathogenic role of zonulin in many 

CIDs, but it also opens the prospect for its possible therapeutic use not only in CD, but 

also in other CIDs in which a pathogenic role for zonulin has been hypothesized or 

proved. Further research is needed to completely understand the mechanism zonulin 

plays in the development, pathogenesis, and progression of several CIDs. 

 

1.8 Aim of Dissertation 

 The aim of this dissertation is to describe the role zonulin genetics play in the 

development and severity of CIDs. More specifically, I will explore a transgenic mouse 

model in which two copies of the zonulin gene (Hp2-2 genotype) are expressed and how 

this genetic change influences intestinal permeability and the development of disease. 

Furthermore, I will determine the role of zonulin genetics by looking at the effect of the 

HP2 gene and Hp2-2 genotype in the risk of developing CIDs.  
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Chapter 2. Zonulin transgenic mouse model shows altered small intestinal 
permeability and increased morbidity and mortality in the DSS model of colitis1 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The incidence of CIDs in western countries has steadily increased since the mid 

20th century5. This phenomenon has led to the formulation of the hygiene hypothesis,5,6 

that has been recently challenged by the evidence that increased hygiene in developing 

countries did not lead to similar CIDs epidemics. It has been hypothesized that 

development of CIDs is the result of the exposure to environmental triggers in genetically 

susceptible individuals, but recent epidemiological evidence suggests that while both 

genetic predisposition and antigenic triggers are necessary, they are not sufficient to 

develop CIDs.169 Additional factors instrumental in causing CIDs include an 

inappropriate immune response, particularly related to the coordination between innate 

and adaptive immune response,170 changes in gut microbiome composition (dysbiosis)8, 

and impaired mucosal barrier function.15  

We have identified zonulin as a human master regulator of paracellular 

permeability by reversibly modulating intercellular TJs.36,58,80 Zonulin release is triggered 

by specific microbiota86 or exposure to gliadin90, and it is augmented in CIDs associated 

with TJ dysfunction.1,4,36 Gliadin causes zonulin release (in a MyD88-dependent manner), 

from enterocytes and monocytes, through binding to the CXCR3 receptor.90 Zonulin 

dependent TJ disassembly occurs through PAR2 transactivation of EGFR.59,13 It is 

hypothesized that zonulin causes actin cytoskeleton rearrangement in a PKC-dependent 

mechanism similarly to its prokaryotic analog, Zot.56 The cytoskeleton rearrangement and 

1. Sturgeon C, Lan J, Fasano A. Zonulin transgenic mice show altered gut permeability and increased 
morbidity/mortality in the DSS colitis model. Ann N Y Acad Sci. 2017. 
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subsequent TJ disassembly is caused by displacement of ZO-1 and occludin from the cell 

junction, secondary to PKCa-dependent phosphorylation of ZO-1 and myosin1C.84  

Zonulin is overexpressed in the intestinal mucosa of CD patients59 and serum 

zonulin levels correlate with increased intestinal permeability.4,36,58,96 Serum zonulin 

levels have been associated with many CIDs that affect almost every major system in the 

body.1 Many of the CIDs associated with elevated serum zonulin levels have unknown 

etiologies and the early events leading to disease development are unknown. A zonulin 

dependent loss of intestinal barrier function leading to uncontrolled influx of 

environmental Ags may be an early event in many CIDs.        

The presence of the zonulin (alias HP2) gene is more frequently encountered in 

CIDs, including CD69, IBD,70,171 and schizophrenia,73 and a homozygous presence of the 

zonulin gene (Hp2-2 genotype) correlates with more severe clinical manifestations.69,171 

Wild type C57Bl/6 (WT) mice have only the HP1 allele (>90% homology with human 

HP1 allele) and, therefore, are used as a surrogate for the human Hp1-1 genotype. To 

work on a murine model with the zonulin gene (alias pre-Hp2) we acquired a mouse 

model in which the native mouse HP1 allele was substituted with a murine HP2 allele by 

targeted insertion to generate mice with the Hp2-2 genotype.172 We have used this 

zonulin transgenic Hp2 mouse (Ztm) model to establish the role of zonulin-dependent 

small intestinal barrier dysfunction as an early step in breaching mucosal tolerance with 

subsequent onset of inflammation in the mouse model of DSS colitis. 

In this chapter, we show that the presence of the zonulin gene under baseline 

conditions causes increased small intestinal permeability not associated to any 

pathological phenotype or disease onset. The addition of DSS as a trigger of 
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inflammation causes increased morbidity and mortality in Ztm, that was not observed in 

WT mice, secondary to a zonulin dependent increase of small intestinal permeability. 

Blocking the zonulin pathway with the zonulin antagonist, AT1001, decreased the 

morbidity, mortality, and ameliorates the colitis similar to what previously reported in the 

IL10 knockout model of colitis.10  

 

2.2 Methods 

2.2a Animals 

 The animal studies were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee at Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH) (2013N000013). WT mice were 

obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and a colony was maintained in 

our facility at Massachusetts General Hospital. Ztm on a C57Bl/6 background were 

created as previously described172 and breeding pairs were generously provided by 

Andrew Levy. A colony of Ztm were maintained at MGH. WT mice and Ztm were 

housed in separate cages within the same facility for the duration of experiments.   

 

2.2b DSS colitis 

 Mice (8-12 weeks) were given 3% (w/v) DSS (molecular weight 36,000 – 50,000, 

MP Biomedicals) in their drinking water ad lib for 7 days followed by up to 7 days of 

normal drinking water for recovery. Control mice, both WT and Ztm, were given regular 

drinking water. Mice were euthanized on either day 7, 11 or 14. Body weight and water 

intake were measured daily. After euthanasia the intestine was removed en bloc and 

colon weight and length were measured. To quantify the extent of mucosal damage a 0.5 
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cm segment from the distal colon was fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, paraffin embedded, 

sectioned (5um) and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). Assessment of 

microscopic inflammation was performed in a blinded fashion using the following scores. 

Epithelium: 0 – no pathological change, 1 – loss of basal 1/3 of crypts, 2 – loss of basal 

2/3 of crypts, 3 – entire crypt loss, 4 – erosion of epithelium. Inflammatory cell 

infiltration: 0 – rare inflammatory cells in the lamina propria, 1 – increased number of 

inflammatory cells in the lamina propria, 2 – confluence of inflammatory cells extending 

into the submucosa, 3 – transmural extension of the inflammatory infiltrate. Submucosal 

edema: 0 – no pathological change, 1 – mild edema, 2 – moderate edema, 3 – profound 

edema. The score for each category was then multiplied by 1 for focal, 2 for patchy and 3 

for diffuse changes. The combined score for each tissue is the sum of the above and 

ranges from 0-30 units with the following grades of total inflammation, 0 – no 

inflammation, 1-7 – minimal inflammation, 8-14 – slight inflammation, 15-21 – moderate 

inflammation, 21-30, severe inflammation.  

 

2.2c Intestinal Permeability to FITC-Dextran 

 Mice were food deprived for 2 hours and orally gavaged with 0.6 mg/g body 

weight 4 kDA FITC-dextran at a concentration of 80 mg/ml 1 hours prior to euthanasia. 

Blood was collected by retro-orbital eye bleed and centrifuged to collect serum. The 

fluorescence in the serum was measured by a fluorescent spectrophotometer with 485nm 

excitation and 535 emission. A standard curve was created diluting FITC-dextran in PBS. 

The concentration of FITC-dextran in the serum was calculated using the standard curve.     
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2.2d Cascade Blue Flux  

 Sections of duodenum, jejunum and distal colon were stripped of smooth muscle, 

mounted in microsnapwell chambers as previous described86 and incubated in the dark. 

After a 30-min equilibration period 200ug/mL of cascade blue labeled dextran (10K for 

small intestine and 3K for colon) was added to the apical chamber. After 3 hours’ post 

mounting supernatant was collected from both apical and basal lateral compartments. 

Cascade blue translocation was measured with a fluorescent spectrophotometer with 

355nm excitation and 425nm emission. A standard curve was created diluting cascade 

blue dextran in PBS. The concentration of cascade blue translocation into the basal lateral 

compartment was calculated using the standard curve.  

 

2.2e Zonulin gene Expression 

 Total RNA was extracted from tissue with TRIzol reagent using the Direct-zol 

RNA kits from zymo research per manufactures instructions. RNA samples were reverse-

transcribed to cDNA using Maxima H Minus First Strand cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo 

Scientific). Zonulin quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed with SYBR green in an 

iCycler96X (Bio-Rad, Heculues, CA) using primers designed over the unique sequence 

in HP2 caused by the duplication of part of the a-chain of HP1. The primers used were: 

F - GAATGTGAGGCAGATGACAG, R - GTGTTCACCCATTGCTTCTC 

 

2.2f AT1001 treatment 

 Mice (8-12 weeks) were given 3% DSS plus 1.0 mg/ml AT1001 (Biopolymer 

Laboratories, University of Maryland, Baltimore) dissolved in their drinking water as we 
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have described12 for 7 days, followed by 4 or 7 days recovery. The drinking water was 

prepared daily. Body weight and water consumption was measured daily to ensure equal 

DSS and AT1001 dosage. Mice were euthanized and processed as described earlier. 

 

2.2g Statistical analysis 

 Data are expressed as means with error bars representing the standard deviation. 

Statistics were performed as T-test or ANOVA using Graph Pad Prism 7.   

 

2.2 Results 

2.2a Phenotypic characterization of the zonulin transgenic Hp2 mice 

 Ztm were compared to WT mice to look for possible phenotypic differences. 

While at 8 weeks the mean weight of the female mice was not different between the two 

groups, the mean weight of the male Ztm was less than the WT mice (Figure 2.1). No 

difference was observed between Ztm and WT mice for either male or female as concern 

colon length, colon weight (Figure 2.2), or intestinal histology (Figure 2.3). Although 

Ztm developed normally and did not show any overt disease, both males and females did 

show increased in vivo transepithelial permeability to Ag flux, measured by FITC-dextran 

passage, in the small intestine (Figure 2.4). 

 

2.2b DSS induced colitis is more severe in zonulin transgenic Hp2 mice 

 WT mice and Ztm were given 3.0% DSS in their drinking water ad libitum for 7 

days followed by normal drinking water for an additional 7 days and weighed daily. Both 

male and female Ztm showed an increased rate of mortality after DSS treatment, with a 
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Figure 2.1 No difference in body weight were observed between WT and Ztm female 
mice, while Ztm males were significantly smaller than WT males. (31-56 mice per group) 
* p<0.05 
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Figure 2.2 No significant differences were detected between Ztm and WT mice as 
concern colon length or colon weight irrespective of the animal’s sex. (10-13 mice per 
group) 
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Figure 2.3 Representative histology pictures of small intestine and colon of female and 
male WT and Ztm. No histology changes were seen in untreated WT or Ztm.   
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Figure 2.4 In vivo FITC-dextran passage in untreated WT and Ztm small intestine. (4-6 
mice per group) *p<0.05; **p<0.01 
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rate higher in males (~70%) than females (~40%), compared to WT mice (0%) (Figure 

2.5). Since males Ztm had the most severe phenotype following DSS treatment, we 

continued our experiments exclusively in males.  

 We shorten the recovery to 4 days (from 7) and euthanized animals on day 11 

post DSS treatment, due to the rate of mortality after day 11 in the Ztm. Ztm treated with 

DSS showed significant weight loss compared to untreated mice on day 5 (p<0.01) and 

WT on day 6 (p<0.01) (Figure 2.6).  DSS-treated Ztm lost significantly more weight 

compared to WT DSS treated mice on day 7 (p<0.001) (Figure 2.6). Overall DSS-treated 

Ztm showed a more significant weight loss compare to WT DSS-treated mice (Figure 

2.6). WT DSS-treated mice started to recover their weight lost on day 9 or 10, while Ztm 

did not show any recovery (Fig. 2.6). Over 50% of Ztm exhibited bloody stools after 5 

days of DSS treatment that did not resolve over time, while less than 10% of WT mice 

had bloody stools that subsided following DSS withdrawal.   

 

2.2c Macroscopic and Microscopic Damage 

 The colon length and weight of the Ztm treated with DSS were significantly 

decreased compared to WT animals treated with DSS (Figure 2.7A, B). The duodenum, 

jejunum, distal ileum and distal colon of mice were scored for microscopic damage. We 

saw no histological damage in either the Ztm or the WT animals following DSS treatment 

in any portion of the small intestine (Figure 2.8A).  There was significant damage in the 

colon of both WT and DSS treated Ztm in the colon (Figure 2.8B). The average colonic 

inflammatory score was more severe in DSS-treated Ztm compared to WT mice, but this 

difference did not reach statistical significance because of the uneven distribution of the 
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Figure 2.5 Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of untreated and DSS-treated Ztm and WT in 
female (p<0.01) and male (p<0.001) mice (4-14 mice per group) 
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Figure 2.6 Mean body weight of untreated and DSS-treated Ztm and WT mice (Ztm vs 
WT DSS treated p<0.001). (4-14 mice per group). 
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Figure 2.7 Effect of DSS treatment on the A. colon length and B. colon weight after 7 
days DSS treatment and 4 days recovery. (8-12 mice per group) *p<0.05; ****p<0.0001  
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Figure 2.8 Representative histology of A. small intestine and B. colon of either untreated 
or DSS-treated Ztm and WT mice.  In WT mice we observed two distinct groups of 
animals, with one group showing persistent colitis with occasional mucosal erosion and 
crypt distortion associated to increased inflammatory infiltrate in the lamina propria 
(middle panel), while in the other group a complete recovery of the inflammatory process 
was detected (bottom panel).  Conversely, in DSS-treated Ztm, there was a homogeneous 
and more severe inflammatory process characterized by severe mucosal erosion, severe 
inflammatory infiltrate in the lamina propria, and loss of the regenerative crypt 
compartment. E. Histology scores shows dichotomous results in DSS-treated WT, while 
DSS-treated Ztm show more homogeneous severe inflammation.  (8-12 mice per group) 
*p<0.05; ****p<0.0001 
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score in WT mice (Figure 2.8C).  Only a subgroup of WT mice showed histological 

recovery (Figure 2.8B, bottom panel) while others showed persistence of colitis (Figure 

2.8B, middle panel), while most Ztm showed severe colitis with mucosal erosion and 

absence of crypts (Figure 2.8B). Due to the dichotomous results in the WT mice (Figure 

2.8C), we also analyzed the histological data on a categorical basis as described in the 

methods. This analysis revealed that 93% of Ztm showed any degree of inflammation 

(scores of 8 and above) compared to 45% of WT mice (p<0.001).    

 

2.2d DSS colitis increases small intestinal permeability and zonulin expression in Hp2 

mice 

 In vivo small intestinal permeability was measured by FITC-dextran and ex vivo 

permeability by cascade blue-dextran passage. In vivo small intestinal permeability test 

showed that at baseline Ztm had significant higher permeability compared to WT mice 

(Figure 2.9), while following DSS treatment, small intestinal permeability was 

significantly increased in Ztm but not in WT mice (Figure 2.9). The ex vivo permeability 

changes confirmed data from the in vivo experiments. Ztm at baseline has a trending 

increased permeability in the duodenum (p=0.08) (Figure 2.10A), but no difference in the 

jejunum (Figure 2.10B) compared to WT. Following DSS treatment, both WT and Ztm 

had increased duodenal permeability compared to untreated mice (Figure 2.10A), but the 

increase was much more pronounced in Ztm than in WT mice. Only the Ztm treated with 

DSS showed increased permeability in the jejunum compare to untreated animals (Figure 

2.10B). Not surprisingly, based on the histological damage, there was no significant 

difference in colonic permeability between WT and DSS treated Ztm, but both were 
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Figure 2.9 In vivo small intestinal permeability was increased in untreated Ztm compared 
to WT.  DSS treatment caused further increased permeability in Ztm. (4-6 mice per 
group) *p<0.05 
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Figure 2.10 Ex vivo measurement of A. duodenal, B, jejunal, and C. colon permeability. 
At baseline, there was a trend of increased duodenal permeability in Ztm (A), while no 
differences were detected in the jejunum (B). In DSS-treated animals, increased duodenal 
permeability was detected in both animals, with Ztm showing a more significant increase 
(A). No changes in jejunal permeability were detected in DSS-treated WT mice, while 
Ztm showed significant increase (B).  Duodenal and jejunal permeability was 
significantly higher in DSS-treated Ztm (A,B). No difference in colon permeability 
between Ztm and WT mice were observed at baseline (C).  DSS treatment caused 
increased in colon permeability in both groups that was more pronounced in Ztm 
compered to WT mice and paralleled the severity of colitis (C). (4-6 mice per group) 
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 
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significantly increased over untreated mice (2.10C). The increase permeability in the 

duodenum and jejunum corresponded with an increase in zonulin gene expression in Ztm 

(Figure 2.11). Zonulin mRNA expression was not measured in the colon as the increased 

permeability in the colon of both the WT mice and Ztm following DSS treatment is likely 

due to a structural damage of the epithelial cells that form the mucosal barrier rather than 

its functional modulation (as suspected in the small intestine).  

 

2.2e Zonulin inhibitor AT1001 ameliorates increased intestinal permeability and colitis 

 Ztm were treated with AT1001 (a zonulin synthetic peptide antagonist) in 

addition to DSS to confirm that the increase in small intestinal permeability was zonulin 

dependent and that increased Ag trafficking in the small intestine is instrumental for the 

pathogenesis of colitis. The AT1001 treatment completely rescued the DSS-treated Ztm 

from over 70% mortality to 0% (Figure 2.12A). In addition, loss of body weight seen 

during DSS treatment was recovered in DDS+AT1001-treated mice (Figure 2.12B). 

These AT1001-dependent clinical rescues paralleled the amelioration of histological 

damage in the colon induced by AT1001 treatment in Ztm (Figure 2.13). AT1001 also 

prevented the decrease in colon weight and length observed after DSS treatment (Figure 

2.14). The abnormal intestinal permeability seen in DSS-treated Ztm was decreased by 

At1001 treatment to baseline levels in the small intestine as established by both in vivo 

(Figure 2.15) and ex vivo measurements (Figure 2.16) as well as in the colon (Figure 

2.16). Even though the small intestinal permeability defect was corrected, the expression 

of zonulin was still increased in both the duodenum and jejunum (2.17A, B), confirming 
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Figure 2.11 Relative zonulin mRNA expression in the duodenum and jejunum showed 
zonulin expression under baseline condition and increased by 4 and 6 folds, respectively, 
in DSS-treated Ztm.  (4-6 mice per group) *p<0.05; ***p<0.001  
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Figure 2.12 A. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of untreated, DSS-treated, and 
DSS+AT1001-treated Ztm. DSS-treated animals showed ~70 mortality rate that was 
completely rescued by AT1001 treatment (p<0.01); B. Mean body weight of untreated, 
DSS-treated, and DSS+AT1001 treated Ztm. DSS+AT1001-treated animals were able to 
recover the loss of body weight starting at day 11, while DSS-treated animals were not 
able to recover weight (DSS vs AT1001 treated p<0.0001). (4-14 mice per group). 
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Figure 2.13. A. Histology score showed a significant decrease in inflammatory score, 
with DSS+AT1001-treated mice showing scores similar to untreated mice; B. 
Representative histology of colon of either DSS-treated or DSS+AT1001-treated Ztm 
showing complete rescue of the colitis secondary to AT1001 treatment. (5-14 mice per 
group) ***p<0.001 
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Figure 2.14 AT1001 prevented the decreased in colon length and weight seen in DSS 
treated mice (5-12 mice per group) **p<0.01; ***p<0.001 
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Figure 2.15. In vivo measurement of small intestinal permeability by FITC-dextran 
passage showed that AT1001 completely prevented the increased permeability induced 
by DSS treatment. (5 mice per group) **p<0.01 
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Figure 2.16 Ex vivo measurement of small intestinal permeability by cascade blue 
dextran flux in the A. duodenum, B. jejunum, and C. colon of DSS-treated or 
DSS+AT1001-treated and mounted in the polarized microsnapwell system. AT1001 
rescued the increased duodenal, jejunal, and colonic increased permeability caused by 
DSS treatment, paralleling the in vivo findings for the small intestine and histological 
healing in the colon. (5 mice per group) *p<0.05; **p<0.01 
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Figure 2.17 Relative zonulin mRNA expression in the duodenum and jejunum in DSS-
treated or DSS+AT1001-treated.  No differences in zonulin gene expression was 
observed between the two treatment groups, suggesting that the correction of small 
intestinal barrier defect by AT1001 is not secondary to changes in zonulin gene 
expression, rather to downstream signaling events. (4-5 mice per group) 
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that the rescue effect of AT1001 was related to its antagonistic effect on zonulin-

mediating permeating action rather than on its expression.   

   

2.3 Discussion 

 Improved hygiene leading to a reduced exposure to microorganisms has been 

implicated as one possible cause for the “epidemic” of CIDs, particularly autoimmune 

diseases, in industrialized countries during the past 3-4 decades.173 Collectively, 

autoimmune diseases are highly prevalent in the U.S., affecting between 14.7 and 23.5 

million people — up to 8 percent of the population.174 The social and financial burdens 

imposed by these chronic, debilitating diseases include poor quality of life, high health 

care costs, and substantial loss of productivity.  For example, in 2002 the average annual 

medical costs for treating T1D in the U.S. were estimated at $6.7 billion.175  In less than a 

decade these costs jumped to $14.4 billion176. Apart from genetic makeup and exposure 

to environmental triggers, a third key element, increased intestinal permeability, which 

may be influenced by a series of environmental factors, including the composition of the 

gut microbiota, has been proposed in the pathogenesis of these diseases.2,3,177,178 Intestinal 

permeability, together with luminal Ag sampling by enterocytes and dendritic cells, 

regulates molecular trafficking between the intestinal lumen and the submucosa, leading 

to either tolerance or immunity to non-self Ag.179-182  Intercellular TJs tightly regulate 

paracellular Ag trafficking. TJs are extremely dynamic structures that operate in several 

key functions of the intestinal epithelium under both physiological and pathological 

circumstances.3,15 However, despite major progress in our knowledge on the composition 

and function of the intercellular TJ, the mechanism(s) by which they are regulated is (are) 
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still incompletely understood. Many in vivo and in vitro models have been used to study 

the role of TJ components in the development of CIDs. However, current data cannot 

mechanistically link TJ modulation to onset of CIDs, leaving the possibility that impaired 

gut barrier function could be the consequence or an epiphenomenon of the inflammatory 

process, rather that its cause.  

 Using a zonulin transgenic animal model, we have, mechanistically linked, for the 

first time, zonulin-dependent modulation of gut permeability and subsequent enhanced 

Ag trafficking to the pathogenesis of inflammatory disease. Research in humans has 

shown that while the mere presence of two copies of the zonulin gene is not sufficient to 

develop CIDs, it will increase morbidity and mortality.59,70,72-77 The key role of Hp is to 

be a scavenger for free Hb, so preventing tissue oxidative stress secondary to 

intravascular hemolysis.183 The increased morbidity and mortality associated to the Hp2 

genotype has been typically explained by its less efficient Hb scavenging activity 

compared to Hp1. While this may be true for some disease states, we believe that a more 

reasonable hypothesis is that zonulin, as precursor of Hp2, may affect small intestinal Ag 

trafficking. The increased small intestinal Ag trafficking associated with a specific 

genetic background and additional environmental triggering factors, may lead to the onset 

of CIDs. The data presented here are consistent with our hypothesis, suggesting that the 

presence of the zonulin gene is not sufficient to cause disease (as suggested by normal 

phenotype of the Ztm under basal conditions) but, together with pro-inflammatory stimuli, 

it increases morbidity and mortality through loss of intestinal barrier function and 

increased Ag trafficking. The experiments using the zonulin inhibitor AT1001 have 

sugessted that small intestinal Ag trafficking rather than less efficient Hb scavenging 
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activity is responsible of the increased morbidity and mortality in this Ztm model.  

AT1001, now named larazotide acetate, is currently entering Phase III clinical trial as a 

treatment integrative to the gluten free diet in CD.105-108,184,185 Early phase Ib trials 

performed in an inpatient setting showed that larazotide acetate was able to decrease 

intestinal permeability assessed by the lactulose/mannitol double sugar test and 

attenuated GI and extra-intestinal symptoms in CD patients exposed to gluten.105 

However, subsequent phase II gluten challenge trials performed in outpatient settings 

failed to confirm larazotide acetate’s anti-permeating effect on gut barrier despite still 

ameliorating symptoms and preventing the increase in tTG antibodies,106,107 casting 

doubts on its mechanism of action.  With this study in which variables that can affect gut 

barrier function assessment were tightly controlled, we have confirmed that larazotide 

acetate functions as a zonulin antagonist capable to correct the impaired barrier function 

caused by zonulin up-regulation.  

That a loss of barrier function is involved in IBD has been hypothesized for a long 

time based circumstantial evidence but never undisputedly proved.  Indeed, the fact that 

increased gut permeability may precede the flare up of IBD by several months,117 that a 

subgroup of first degree relatives of IBD patients showed increased small intestinal 

permeability without developing overt IBD,49,114,116 and a case report of a healthy first 

degree relative of a Crohn’s disease patient who displayed signs of increased intestinal 

permeability 8 years prior to her own development of the disesase,52 all point to the fact 

that increased small intestinal Ag trafficking is a necessary but not sufficient pathogenic 

element for the development of IBD. Furthermore, it has been recently reported that in 

IBD patients there is an over-representation of Hp2 compared to controls171 and that 
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zonulin can be mechanistically linked with the onset of IBD (reviewed in71). The Ztm 

model for the first time allowed us to mechanistically prove that the zonulin pathway can 

indeed be involved in CIDs pathogenesis, provided that additional factors (for example 

DSS exposure) further jeopardize the small intestinal Ag trafficking by increasing 

zonulin expression and, therefore, gut permeability.   

Since we have shown that both gliadin, the environmental trigger of CD35,87 and 

an unbalanced microbiota86 are strong environmental stimuli causing zonulin release, it is 

possible to hypothesize that zonulin-dependent loss of gut barrier function is involved in 

several conditions in which dysbiosis and gluten exposure have been identified or 

suspected as triggers of CIDs. Indeed, several studies have involved zonulin-dependent 

small intestinal barrier dysfunction in the development of systemic CIDs affecting other 

organs/districts.10,12 BB diabetic-prone rats have a zonulin dependent defective small 

intestine barrier function which precedes loss of glucose tolerance.12 Administration of 

AT1001 corrects the small intestinal barrier function and subsequent loss of glucose 

tolerance. In a murine acute lung injury model, AT1001 or administration of zonulin 

neutralizing antibodies were able to reduce the severity of injury.140 AT1001 is also able 

to increase survival to influenza challenge.186 These animal studies are in line with data 

generated in humans showing zonulin dependent increased permeability in several CIDs, 

including autoimmune diseases, metabolic disorders and cancer1 and a correlation 

between intestinal permeability and serum zonulin levels.4,52 

 In conclusion, the key roadblock to study the role of gut permeability in the 

pathogenesis of CIDs has been the lack of a good animal model.  The results presented 

provide evidence that the Ztm model offers a unique opportunity to study early 
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pathogenic events mechanistically linking zonulin-dependent small intestinal 

permeability regulation and Ag trafficking to the onset of CIDs.  This model also offers a 

unique opportunity to test the efficacy of therapeutic interventions (as we have already 

demonstrated for AT1001) in ameliorating inflammatory processes secondary to the 

upregulation of the zonulin pathway and the identification and validation of potential 

biomarkers for patients’ targeted intervention (precision medicine) and disease 

interception (primary prevention) in genetically predisposed individuals.     
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Chapter 3.  Disease risk modeling of the zonulin-associated haptoglobin genotype, 
alone or in combination with HLA genes in chronic inflammatory diseases, focusing 

on celiac disease and type 1 diabetes 
 

3.1 Introduction 

 Hp is an acute phase protein whose primary function is to scavenge free Hb to 

prevent oxidative stress in the intravascular space during hemolysis. The Hp-Hb complex 

is subsequently removed and degraded by monocytes and macrophages through binding 

of CD163.61 In humans, the HP gene is located on chromosome 16 and exists in 2 genetic 

variants HP1 and HP2 due to an uneven cross-over event, resulting in a duplication of 2 

exons of the a-chain.62 These two alleles result in 3 different genotypes, Hp1-1, Hp2-1, 

and Hp2-2. The human HP1 gene is homologous to Hp found in other mammals. The 

mature Hp protein consists of an a and b chain linked through disulfide bonds. This a, b 

complex is then able to form different polymers dependent on the genotype.187 The 

presence of mature Hp2 in the polymers causes decreased affinity of Hb binding and 

therefore decreased antioxidative capacity.188 This decreased affinity of Hb binding and 

decreased antioxidative capacity is even less efficient in Hp2-2 patients.188 These effects 

should suggest negative selection of the HP2 gene in humans in the ~2 million years 

since the evolutionary mutation of the HP a chain that led to the HP2 allele. Interestingly, 

the opposite effect occurred, since between 50-90% of the general population, depending 

on the geographic location, have at least 1 copy of the HP2 gene.66 In the United States 

the HP2 allele has penetrated to almost 80% of the population and to even higher 

numbers in many CIDs.66 Furthermore, the Hp2-2 genotype is overrepresented in many 

CIDs compared to healthy controls, conferring additional morbidity and mortality.66 

These results suggest the HP2 gene may have some unknown advantage over HP1. It has 
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been reported that mature Hp2 does have an angiogenic effect,189 but we believe the 

identification of pre-Hp259 as zonulin with its role in innate immune response88 linked to 

its capability to modulate antigen trafficking, explains this over representation of HP2. It 

has been reported that mature Hp2 does have an angiogenic effect,188 which may be 

beneficial over Hp1. We believe this alone does not explain the allelic frequency of HP2. 

The identification of pre-Hp259 as zonulin with its role in innate immune response88 

linked to its capability to modulate antigen trafficking, gives an alternative explanation to 

the increased allelic frequency. 

 Hp is translated as a pro-protein, and is cleaved in the ER by C1r-LP to give rise 

to its mature and circulating form.63 When Hp2 is not cleaved and is still in its pro-form, 

it is active as zonulin.59 Once the pro-protein is cleaved there is no effect on tight junction 

modulation and it becomes mature Hp2, a post-translational modification that turns off its 

effect on paracellular trafficking, while turning on its functions as mature Hp2.    

 The release of zonulin is known to be caused by both commensal and enteric 

bacteria, as well as the environmental trigger for CD, gliadin.86-90 It has been implicated 

in many CIDs (Table 1.1) and been shown to be directly involved in the pathogenesis of 

CD; strong evidence has been given for its role in the pathogenesis of T1D, IBD, MS, AS 

and acute lung injury.1 A recent study in AS provides the strongest evidence for specific 

mechanisms on how dysbiosis of the gut microbiota can modulate both epithelial and 

endothelial junctional proteins through zonulin release.120 The presence of adherent and 

invasive bacteria in AS patients causes a change in the expression of intestinal tight 

junctional proteins through upregulation of zonulin in intestinal tissue. Furthermore, 

zonulin can induce M2 macrophages through zonulin interaction with CD163, the 
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receptor involved in macrophage clearance of the Hp-Hb complex. This induction of M2 

macrophages was only seen in AS patients and not in HCs.120 Not surprisingly, many of 

the CIDs in which zonulin has been associated are the same that have been associated 

with HP2 gene or the Hp2-2 genotype.  

 Based on the results from Chapter 2, we know that the presence of the HP2 gene 

can cause increased morbidity and mortality in a model of CID in mice. This increased 

disease susceptibility is due to a functional breach of the small intestinal barrier 

dependent on the zonulin signaling. We therefore wanted to study the relationship 

between the presence of the HP2 gene and disease development in humans, focusing 

mainly on CD and T1D as model diseases, but also providing evidence toward 

involvement with other CIDs.  

  CD is the most common autoimmune enteropathy, affecting ~1% of the 

worldwide population. Caused by the ingestion of gluten in genetically susceptible 

individuals, it is characterized by the presence of autoimmune antibodies, systemic 

clinical manifestations, small intestinal enteropathy, and genetic predisposition.190 

Classical presentation of CD consists of gastrointestinal symptoms including diarrhea, 

steatorrhea, weight loss, and failure to thrive. Recent clinical data have suggested an 

increasing number of CD patients present with extra-intestinal symptoms including iron 

deficiency, aphthous, stomatitis, chronic fatigue, and reduced bone density.191 Diagnosis 

of CD is based on positive serum IgA anti-tissue transglutaminase antibodies followed by 

confirmation of histological damage using a small intestinal biopsy.191 Treatment of CD 

is complete elimination of gluten from the diet. The disease incidence is also increased in 
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first-degree family members of those with CD (10-15%) and in individuals with other 

autoimmune diseases.192  

The development of CD is influenced by both genetic and environmental factors. The 

MHC class II human leukocyte antigen (HLA) DQ2 and DQ8 genotypes carry the 

greatest genetic susceptibility and account for 40% of the genetic variance.193 Most CD 

patients carry variants of DQ2 (95%) encoded by alleles DQA1*05/DQB1*02, and a 

minority (5%) carry DQ8 encoded by DQA1*03/DQB1*03:02 alleles. In addition, there 

is evidence for a gene dosage effect with increased risk for those homozygous for the 

DQB1*02 allele.194 The presence of HLA is necessary but not sufficient to develop CD.  

 T1D is an autoimmune disorder caused by the destruction of the insulin producing 

β-cells of the pancreas.109 The first manifestations develop when lack of insulin prevents 

cells from adequate glucose uptake, which is necessary and vital to cell function. Classic 

symptoms include polyuria, polydipsia, weight loss, fatigue, and hyperglycemia which, if 

left untreated, can lead to coma and ultimately, death.195 Diagnosis of diabetes includes 

fasting blood glucose higher than 126 mg/dL, any blood glucose of 200 mg/dL or an 

abnormal oral glucose-tolerance test.196  

 While the exact pathogenesis of T1D is not completely understood, it is widely 

accepted that both genetic and environmental factors are involved. Similar to CD, the 

HLA locus is highly associated with T1D, which accounts for about 50% of the genetic 

load.197 Recent evidence suggests the heterozygous DR3-DQ2/DR4-DQ8 genotype is 

associated with the highest risk of disease onset, followed by DR3-DQ2/DR3-DQ2 and 

DR4-DQ8/DR4-DQ8 homozygosity.198 Other genes that have also been associated with 

T1D are IL-2 receptor α,199 cytotoxic T lymphocyte antigen (CTLA4),200 protein tyrosine 
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phosphatase non-receptor 22 (PTPN22),201 intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM1),202 

and the insulin gene (INS).203  

 The incidence of diabetes is increasing faster than can be explained by genetics 

alone, which is likely due to environmental changes. There is evidence in both humans 

and murine models that dietary intervention can be selectively protective against the 

development of T1D.204,205 Incidence of hypoglycemia is higher in non-obese diabetic 

(NOD) mice maintained on a gluten-containing diet, while a casein-based GFD  serves to 

reduce incidence of hypoglycemia and delay onset of T1D.206 Additionally, the incidence 

of diabetes in NOD mice maintained on a wheat- and barley-free diet is reduced as 

compared to mice maintained on a standard gluten-containing diet.207 Hypothesized 

mechanisms for these advantageous effects of GFD include modification of intestinal 

permeability and the composition of the gut microbiota. Watts et al. found an increase in 

intraluminal and serum zonulin in BBDP rats just prior to hypoglycemia, which 

correlated with increased intestinal permeability in the animals.12 When BBDP rats were 

treated with AT1001 the incidence of diabetes was decreased and the intestinal barrier 

function restored, independent of luminal zonulin levels. Furthermore, in a separate study 

in which the BBDP rats were fed a GFD, the incidence of diabetes was decreased and 

intestinal barrier function was also restored.11 Together these studies suggest dietary 

antigens cause a loss of intestinal barrier that leads to the development of T1D. 

In this chapter, we explore whether the presence of the zonulin gene, HP2, is a risk 

factor for developing CIDs. Additionally, we will use data from CD and T1D patients, 

their first-degree relatives, and HCs to see if we can use a combination of HLA genotype 

and Hp genotype to predict disease development. 
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3.2 Methods 

3.2a Patients 

 We analyzed a total of 1,701 patients from the United States of America and 

Europe (Italy) diagnosed with CD, first-degree relatives of CD (ReCD), T1D, first-degree 

relatives of T1D (ReT1D), NCGS, ASD, schizophrenia, and  healthy controls (HCs). In 

these cohorts we had 225 CD, 188 ReCD, 345 T1D, 547 ReT1D, 34 NCGS, 92 ASD, 100 

schizophrenics, and 118 HC. Patients diagnosed with CD were either biopsy proven or 

tissue-transglutaminase (tTG) and endomysial antibody (EMA) positive at time of 

screening. NCGS patients were diagnosed based on current guidelines208 and then 

confirmed diagnosis was based on symptom relapse following a double-blind gluten 

challenge. ASD patients were recruited through UC Davis MIND Institute and had all 

been previously enrolled in the Childhood Autism Risk from Genetics and Environment 

(CHARGE) study209 and through patients admitted to the Child and Adolescent 

Neuropsychiatry Unit at the Second University of Naples and to the Department of 

Pediatrics of the University of Naples ‘‘Federico II’’, Italy.210 Schizophrenia patients 

were recruited through the Maryland Psychiatric Research Center at University of 

Maryland School of Medicine.  HCs were carefully selected to avoid any disease known 

to be associated with a change in Hp genotype distribution. Age, and gender for patients 

are in Table 3.1. P-value are differences between disease and controls unless otherwise 

noted. We can see there is an age difference in CD, ReCD, ReT1D, NCGS, and ASD 

compared to the HCs. Additionally, there are differences between the difference between 

the T1D and ReT1D (p<0.0001). Furthermore, we see an underrepresentation of males in 

the CD and NCGS and an over representation 
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in the ASD patients. 

 Informed consent was obtained from all patients. The study protocols were 

approved by the Institutional Review Board at MGH (2013P000282, 2013P000544, 

2013P000874, 2013P000910, and 2013P001129).  

 

3.2b Hp genotyping 

  Hp genotype was determined by either PCR or immunoblot depending on 

availability of biological samples. For determination by PCR, genomic DNA was 

extracted from venous blood using QIAamp DNA kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) 

according to manufacturer’s directions. The genotypes were determined by a novel one 

step PCR method using primers designed with Primer3 in exon 2 and exon 5 of HP1 

corresponding to exons 2 and 7 of HP2. The primers were designed as follows: forward: 

TTTCTGGCTGCTAAGTTG and reverse: AATGTCTTTCGCTGTTGC. The PCR is 

performed in 10 ul reactions containing, 100 ng purified DNA, 5 ul of 2x MyTaq Red 

Mix (Bioline, Taunton, MA USA), and 300 nM of each primer. The PCR was run with 

the following protocol: 1. 94C – 2m, 2. 30 cycles of 94C – 15s, 60C – 90s, 68C – 2m, 3. 

72C – 7m. After PCR, the amplicons were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose gel and read 

under a UV bulb. The duplication in HP2 and the size difference of the PCR products 

(2.5 kb HP1 and 4.3 kb HP2) allowed for differentiation of the two genotypes.  

 Immunoblot analysis was performed as routinely described; briefly, serum 

samples were electrophoresed through a 4–20% gradient SDS polyacrylamide gel and 

transferred onto polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Millipore, Bedford, MA, 

USA). Membranes were blocked in blocking buffer (Tris-buffered saline, 0.1% Tween 20, 
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5% BSA). The blots were incubated with polyclonal anti-human haptoglobin (Sigma-

Aldrich; St. Louis, MO) diluted in blocking buffer (1:5000). After washing, membranes 

were incubated with anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (Life Technologies; Carlsbad, CA) 

diluted in blocking buffer (1:5000). Western blot signal was visualized using an infrared 

scan LI-COR Odyssey (LI-COR, Lincoln, NE, USA). 

 PCR and immunoblot results were compared in 118 patients, and 100% of the 

PCR results matched the immunoblot results.  

 

3.3c HLA determination 

 HLA was determined using the DQ-CD Typing Plus (BioDiagne, Palermo, Italy) 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 10µl of whole blood was lysed using 

the provided lysis buffer. 20 µl of lysed whole blood was added to provided Taq mix. 15 

µl of lysed whole blood + Taq mix was added to each PCR tube; each patient had 12 

tubes which included specific dried primers corresponding to different HLA genes. The 

PCR was performed as described and samples were subsequently run on an agarose gel 

and visualized under UV light. Each PCR reaction contained an internal control to ensure 

no false negatives were seen.   

 

3.3d Statistics 

 Hp genotype distribution was compared using the chi-square test and considered 

significant with p <0.05 Risk models were developed with the use of decision-tree 

induction from class-labeled training records, i.e., the training set was composed of 

records in which one attribute was the class label [or dependent variable] and the 
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remaining attributes were the predictor variables; the individual records are the tuples for 

which the class label is known. We developed several models for CD and T1D, using as 

predictor variables: HLA risk, HP genotype and first- and second-degree relatives’ 

disease history. Statistical analysis was performed with the use of tools for conditional 

inference trees analysis, logistic regression and odds ratios,211,212 within the R system. 

 To establish the robustness of the HLA and HP genotype, the sample dataset was 

consecutively and randomly partitioned in two subgroups of the same size respecting the 

original stratification of the data. The random partitioning was repeated 1,000 times. The 

final performance of the models was obtained as the average of all observed 

performances. For risk models developed by logistic-regression receiving operating 

characteristic (ROC), curves together with area under the curve (AUC) have also been 

provided.213 

  

3.4 Results 

3.4a Hp genotype distribution in CIDs 

 The genotypes and alleles for the HC patients were in Hardy-Weinberg 

equilibrium. The Hp genotype distribution for HCs (1-1: 22.0%, 2-1: 49.2%, 2-2: 28.2%) 

was not significantly different than that previously reported for the general population,214 

but did trend to having a higher representation of the Hp1-1 genotype and lower 

representation of the Hp2-2 genotype. We believe this trend is due to our strict selection 

of our HCs to exclude any patients with diseases that have been shown to be associated 

with different Hp genotype distributions and, therefore, these patients more strictly 
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resemble the distribution in the general population not at-risk of CID, including 

autoimmune diseases. 

  The distribution of Hp genotypes and allelic frequencies are outlined in Table 3.2. 

There was significantly increased allelic frequency of HP2 in CD (0.65, p<0.0001), T1D 

(0.60, p<0.001), ReT1D (0.63, p<0.0001), NCGS (0.72, p<0.01), and ASD (0.64 p<0.05) 

compared to the HCs (0.53). These changes in allelic frequency were due to both 

overrepresentation of the Hp2-2 genotype and the underrepresentation of the Hp1-1 

genotype. When comparing CD to ReCD, the CD patients still show increased HP2 

allelic frequency (p<0.001). But there is no difference when comparing T1D to ReT1D 

(p=0.08). There was no difference in allelic frequency or genotype distribution in 

schizophrenic patients. 

 In the T1D population, we went on to see how Hp genotype may affect age of 

onset.  We had age of onset data on 196 of the 345 total patients with T1D. There was no 

Hp genotype distribution difference in this sub-population. We did not observe any 

difference in age of onset in the different Hp genotypes with the average age of onset of 

Hp1-1 patients 13.1y, Hp2-1 patients 10.9y, and Hp2-2 patients, 12.2y (Figure 3.1A). 

However, we observed a significantly increased risk (p<0.05) of developing T1D £5y in 

those with a HP2 allele, either in homozygosity (29.1%) or heterozygosity (26.1%) 

compared to the Hp1-1 group (6.9%) (Figure 3.1B). Furthermore, given recent research 

describing the development of T1D at any age rather than during childhood and early 

adulthood, we gated our population to those developing T1D under 25y and those 

developing over 25y. Surprisingly, we see a trend of increasing age of onset with 

increasing HP2 alleles (Hp1-1 29.2y, Hp2-1 36.0y, Hp2-2 38.5y), but it does not reach 
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Figure 3.1 A. Relationship between age of onset of T1D and Hp genotype in the overall 
population. B. Proportion of T1D in each Hp genotype who develop T1D ³25y, 
5y<x>25y, and  £5y. C. Average age of onset in the ³25y group.  
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statistical significance due to small sample size (p=0.09) (Figure 3.1C). Even though we 

see this trend of increasing age of onset with increasing HP2 alleles, the HP2 allele 

confers protection against developing disease over 25y old (p<0.05) (Figure 3.1B). Over 

20.7% of the Hp1-1 patients developed disease over 25y compared to 5.7% of Hp2-1 and 

7.6% of Hp2-2 patients.  

 

3.4b Modeling and risk assessment of Hp genotype in combination with HLA 

 Both CD and T1D have a strong genetic link with HLA DQ2/8 with close to 

100% of CD patients having at least one copy of either gene, while ~70% of T1D patients 

express DQ2 and/or DQ8. This analysis was done on a subset of our total population, 

which included 88 HCs, 137 CD, 242 T1D, 68 ReCD, and 547 ReT1D. The Hp genotype 

distribution in these population subsets was not different from that of the overall 

population.  

Celiac Disease 

 We evaluated the risk of CD compared to HC for predisposing HLA and Hp 

genotypes, either alone or in combination. HLA genotypes were categorized as high risk 

(DQ2 homozygous), average risk (DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8), and low risk (DQ2/8 

negative) as previously described.194 The presence of either DQ2 or DQ8 increases the 

risk of developing CD (Table 3.3). This is seen further in the decision tree (Figure 3.2) 

showing the cluster of all CD patients having either high or average risk HLA genotypes, 

confirming previous reports of the powerful negative predictive value of the absence of 

HLA DQ2 and DQ8 genotypes in CD. We then went on to do the same analysis on HP 

genotype with Hp2-2 representing high risk, Hp2-1 representing average risk, and Hp1-1 
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Table 3.3 Odds ratio of developing CD with a high, average or low risk HLA 
compared to HCs. 
 

HLA Class OR 95% CI p-value 
H vs (A, L) 3.9 [1.28:11.68] 0.01 
(H, A) vs L 130 [30: 564.2] <0.001 

H vs A 1.2 [0.379:3.785] 0.8 
A vs L 127 [29:554] <0.001 

 
H = high risk (DQ2 homozygous) 
A = average risk (DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8) 
L= low risk (DQ2/8 negative) 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3.2. Decision tree analysis of HLA risk in developing CD vs HC (NoCD). (H = 
high risk: DQ2 homozygous, A = average risk: DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8, L = low risk: 
DQ2/8 negative) 
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representing low risk. The risk of developing CD with the Hp2-2 genotype is 1.9 and 2.5 

times greater than that of the Hp2-1 or Hp1-1 genotypes, respectively (Table 3.4, Figure 

3.3). Figure 3.4 shows the decision tree based on the combination of HLA genotype and 

Hp genotype. As anticipated by the necessity of HLA DQ2/DQ8, the absence of these 

genes makes the onset of CD almost impossible irrespective of the HP genotype 

distribution.  Interestingly, compared to Hp1-2 and Hp1-1 genotype, the Hp2-2 genotype 

confers additional increased risk in those patients who have a high or average risk HLA 

genotype. This risk is further confirmed using a ROC curve analysis (Figure 3.5). Using 

this analysis, we can see that the HP genotype cannot discriminate between a true 

positive and false positive. Using HLA alone is considered a strong biomarker to separate 

CD patients from HC with a positive predictive value of 81%. When combining HLA 

genotype and Hp genotype we can strengthen the prediction of CD patients to 82%.   

 We then went on to examine if HLA genotype and Hp genotype could identify 

ReCD at higher risk of developing CD. These analyses showed that having a high or 

average risk HLA genotype will increase the risk of CD (Table 3.5, Figure 3.6), but Hp 

genotype does not add an increased risk of developing CD (Table 3.6). Even though the 

Hp genotype does not increase the risk of CD, there is a significant increase in proportion 

of CD patients having the Hp2-1 or Hp2-2 genotype (Figure 3.7). When looking at the 

combination of HLA Hp genotype, only HLA genotype could significantly distinguish 

between CD and ReCD, with increasing risk of CD from low, average, to high risk HLA 

genotypes (Figure 3.8). 
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Table 3.4 Odds ratio of developing CD with the Hp1-1, Hp2-1, or Hp2-2 genotype 
compared to HC 
 
Hp genotype class OR 95% CI p-value 

>1 vs £1 1.9 [1.13:3.23] 0.01 
>0 vs £ 0 1.84 [0.95: 3.56] 0.07 
=1 vs =0 1.44 [0.72:2.92] 0.3 
>1 vs =0 2.51 [1.20:5.22] 0.01 

2 = High risk (Hp2-2) 
1 = Average risk (Hp2-1) 
0 = Low risk (Hp1-1) 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Decision tree analysis of Hp genotype risk in developing CD compared to HC 
(NoCD). (£1 = Hp2-1 and Hp2-2, >1 = Hp1-1). 
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Figure 3.4 Decision tree analysis of the combination of HLA risk and Hp genotype risk 
in developing CD compared to HC (noCD). (H = high risk: DQ2 homozygous, A = 
average risk: DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8, L = low risk: DQ2/8 negative, £1 = Hp2-1 and 
Hp2-2, >1 = Hp1-1) 
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Figure 3.5. ROC curve analysis showing predictive value of CD vs HC using Hp 
genotyping alone, HLA serotype alone, or the combination of both Hp genotype and 
HLA serotype. (Area under the curve – Hp genotype: 54%, HLA 81%, and Hp + HLA, 
82%).  
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Table 3.5 Odds ratio of developing CD with a high, average or low risk HLA 
compared to ReCD. 
 
HLA classes OR 95% CI p-value 
H vs (A, L) 1.79 [0.82:3.89] 0.14 
(H, A) vs L 9.64 [2.15: 43.1] <0.001 

H vs A 1.57 [0.72: 3.43] 0.25 
A vs L 9.1 [2.03:40.78] <0.001 

H = high risk (DQ2 homozygous) 
A = average risk (DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8) 
L= low risk (DQ2/8 negative) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.6. Decision tree analysis of HLA risk in developing CD vs ReCD. (H = high 
risk: DQ2 homozygous, A = average risk: DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8, L= low risk: 
DQ2/8 negative) 
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Table 3.6 Odds ratio of developing CD with the Hp1-1, Hp2-1, or Hp2-2 genotype 
compared to ReCD 
 
Hp classes OR 95% CI p-value 
>1 vs £ 1 1.19 [0.72: 1.96] 0.5 
>0 vs = 0 1.46 [0.74: 2.89] 0.26 
=1 vs =0 1.41 [0.68:2.91] 0.35 
>1 vs =0 1.53 [0.74:3.18] 0.25 

 
2 = High risk (Hp2-2) 
1 = Average risk (Hp2-1) 
0 = Low risk (Hp1-1) 
 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Decision tree analysis of Hp genotype risk in developing CD compared to 
ReCD. (£0 = Hp1-1, >0 = Hp2-1, Hp2-2) 
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Figure 3.8. Decision tree analysis of the combination of HLA risk and Hp genotype risk 
in developing CD compared to ReCD. (H = high risk: DQ2 homozygous, A = average 
risk: DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8, L = low risk:DQ2/8 negative) 
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Type-1-Diabetes 

 Similar analyses were then performed for T1D. In these analyses, HLA risk was 

grouped in high risk: DQ2 homozygous or DQ2 and DQ8; average risk: DQ2 

heterozygous or DQ8; and low risk: HLA negative for DQ2 and DQ8. These analyses 

yielded similar results to those seen in CD but with much less penetrance of these genes 

in T1D cases, with an increased risk of developing T1D with the presence of either a high 

or average risk HLA genotype (Table 3.7, Figure 3.9) or Hp2-2 genotype (Table 3.8, 

Figure 3.10). When looking at the combination of HLA genotype and Hp genotype, we 

see the highest risk in subjects with high (DQ2 homozygous or DQ2 and DQ8) or an 

average (DQ2 hetero or DQ8) risk HLA genotype, irrespective of Hp genotype (Figure 

3.11). However, Hp genotype does carry increased risk for T1D in the low risk (HLA 

DQ2/8 negative) HLA group. Those patients with a low risk HLA and Hp2-2 genotype 

carry increased risk over those with the Hp2-1 or Hp1-1 genotypes (Figure 3.11). To look 

at the positive predictive value of HLA genotype and Hp genotype, a ROC curve analysis 

was performed (Figure 3.12). We can see results similar to what is seen in CD where the 

HLA alone already has a strong positive predictive value of 76%, while adding the Hp 

genotype to the model increasew the positive predictive value to 77%.  

     We then examined the concept that the combination of HLA genotype and Hp 

genotype can positively predict T1D patients from their relatives. The use of HLA 

genotype alone shows a significant difference with highest risk in the DQ2 homozygous 

or DQ2 and DQ8 group, average risk in the DQ2 heterozygous or DQ8 group, and the 

lowest risk in the HLA negative group, as expected (Table 3.9, Figure 3.13). When 
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Table 3.7 Odds ratio of developing T1D with dependent on HLA serotype compared 
to HCs 
 

HLA classes OR 95% CI p-value 
DQ2homo+DQ2/8 vs DQ2hetero+DQ8 and NEG 3.22 [1.72:6.04] <0.001 

DQ2homo+DQ2/8 vs DQ2hetero+DQ8 0.89 [0.42: 1.91] 0.89 
DQ2homo+DQ2/8 vs NEG 13.46 [6.54:27.67] <0.001 
DQ2hetero+DQ8 vs NEG 14.99 [7.6:29.54] <0.001 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.9. Decision tree analysis of HLA risk in developing T1D (DI) compared to HC 
(NoDI).  
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Table 3.8 Odds ratio of developing T1D dependent on HP genotype compared to 
HCs 
 

Hp classes OR 95% CI p-value 
>1 vs £ 1 1.77 [1.1:2.84] 0.02 
>0 vs =0 1.67 [0.95: 2.94] 0.07 
=1 vs =0 1.36 [0.75:2.47] 0.3 
>1 vs =0 2.21 [1.16:4.18] 0.01 

 
>1: Hp2-2 
£ 1: Hp2-1, Hp1-1 
>0: Hp2-2, Hp2-1 
=0: Hp1-1 
=1: Hp2-1 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.10 Decision tree analysis of Hp genotype risk in developing T1D (DI) 
compared to HC (NoDI). (£1 = Hp2-1 and Hp2-2, >1 = Hp1-1). 
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Figure 3.11. Decision tree analysis of the combination of HLA risk and Hp genotype risk 
in developing T1D (DI) compared to HC (noDI). (>1: Hp2-2, £ 1: Hp2-1, Hp1-1) 
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Figure 3.12. ROC curve analysis showing predictive value of T1D vs HC using Hp 
genotyping alone, HLA serotype alone, or the combination of both Hp genotype and 
HLA serotype. (Area under the curve – Hp genotype: 52%, HLA 76%, and Hp + HLA, 
77%).  
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Table 3.9 Odds ratio of developing T1D vs ReT1D with respective to HLA serotype 
 

HLA classes OR 95% CI p-
value 

DQ2homo+DQ28 vs DQ2hetero+DQ8 and NEG 2.03 [1.41:2.93] <0.001 
DQ2homo+DQ28 vs DQ2hetero+DQ8 1.8 [1.23: 2.63] 0.002 
DQ2homo+DQ28 vs NEG 2.97 [1.75:5.05] <0.001 
DQ2hetero+DQ8 vs NEG 1.65 [1.01:2.69] 0.04 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.13. Decision tree analysis of HLA risk in developing T1D vs ReT1D. 
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comparing Hp genotypes there was no increased risk in the T1D population compared to 

ReT1D (Table 3.10). 

 

3.4 Discussion 

 It is well described that the development of many CIDs is dependent on a 

combination of genetic and environmental factors. Recently, the loss of intestinal barrier 

function has been implicated in the pathogenesis and development of many of these 

diseases.2,3,177,178 The discovery of the zonulin gene as HP259 may provide a link between 

loss of intestinal barrier function and genetic factors that influence disease development. 

Well before our research group discovered that zonulin is the precursor of Hp2, many 

other groups associated the HP2 allele and/or the Hp2-2 genotype with CIDs.69,70,72-77,171 

This association and increased risk was attributed to the decreased ability of mature Hp2 

to scavenge free hemoglobin, leading to increased risk of oxidative stress and 

inflammation during intravascular hemolysis. However, the discovery of the zonulin gene 

as HP2 gives evidence of an alternative hypothesis in which the association is due to 

increased permeability and subsequent increase risk of inflammation, rather than 

increased risk of oxidative stress secondary to less efficient scavenging Hb capabilities. 

 Papp et al. have previously looked at the distributions of Hp genotypes in CD 

patients.69 Interestingly, they saw an overrepresentation of the Hp2-1 genotype and an 

underrepresentation of the Hp2-2 genotype. Their clinical data showed that those CD 

patients with the Hp2-2 genotype had a more severe clinical manifestation of CD with 

close to 50% presenting with severe malabsorption. This is an intriguing finding with the 

characterization of zonulin as pre-Hp2. This discovery points to a mechanism explaining 
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Table 3.10. Odds ratio of developing T1D dependent on HP genotype compared to 
ReT1D 
 

Hp classes OR 95% CI p-value 
>1 vs £ 1 0.93 [0.67:1.30] 0.68 
>0 vs = 0 1.35 [0.85: 2.18] 0.20 
=1 vs =0 1.49 [0.89:2.46] 0.12 
>1 vs =0 1.25 [0.75:2.07] 0.4 

 
>1: Hp2-2 
£ 1: Hp2-1, Hp1-1 
>0: Hp2-2, Hp2-1 
=0: Hp1-1 
=1: Hp2-1 
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why Hp2-2 patients are more likely to present with severe malabsorption. Additionally, 

the underrepresentation of Hp2-2 can be explained in this population as a consequence of 

negative selection, due to a more severe malabsorption and subsequent increased 

mortality at a time when gluten had not yet been identified as the culprit of this disease 

and the gluten-free diet was not yet available as a therapeutic intervention. Since this 

presentation of CD occurs at a young age, the HP2 allele would be less likely to be 

passed on to offspring. Our data, however, contradicts the Hp genotype distribution 

observed by Papp et al. As is seen in many other CIDs, we observed an 

overrepresentation of the Hp2-2 genotype. It has been well described that the Hp 

genotype distribution varies greatly worldwide, and we can see this variation by 

comparing our control population (Hp1-1: 22.0%, Hp2-1: 49.2%, Hp2-2: 28.8%) to the 

Hungarian control population used by Papp et al. (Hp1-1: 11.5%, Hp2-1: 46.2%, Hp2-2: 

42.4%).  

 Previous studies have described T1D as having a similar Hp distribution to that of 

HCs.215-217We believe this could be due a bias in the HC population chosen. With the 

increasing number of CIDs that have been associated with the Hp2-2 genotype, finding a 

population without these comorbidities is difficult. We had access to a biobank that 

includes over 5,000 samples, and from those we were only able to identify 118 without 

comorbidities previously described to be associated with Hp. However, even if previous 

studies do not associate Hp genotype with T1D alone, several studies have shown there to 

be increased risk of developing complications of T1D.218 These studies have looked at 

cardiovascular risk, diabetic neuropathy, and increased mortality. Here for the first time 

we show that the risk of developing T1D compared to HC is increased with the Hp2-2 
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genotype. Furthermore, the risk of developing T1D at age 5y or younger is increased with 

the presence of at least one copy of the HP2 gene. Early onset of T1D (as for other CIDs) 

seems to occur in patients in which the genetic load confers a loss of Ag tolerance and 

more aggressive onset and progression of disease. The association of these patients with 

the zonulin gene may give a potential biomarker (and treatment target) for early onset 

CIDs. In contrast, developing adult onset T1D (over the age of 25) is highly unlikely with 

at least one copy of the HP2 allele (<8%), once again giving evidence that the Hp 

genotype is associated not only with disease development but also more severe clinical 

outcomes. 

 Associations between the Hp genotypes and NCGS and ASD have not been 

previously studied. Since increased intestinal permeability has been suggested to be 

involved in the pathogenesis of both NCGS and ASD, the overrepresentation of HP2 

allele is not surprising. In a subset of ASD patients increased blood LPS was found,219 

suggesting a loss of intestinal barrier function. Additionally, higher blood LPS levels 

correlated with a worsening of clinical outcome. Together, these data may suggest those 

ASD patients with the HP2 allele may have a breach of the intestinal barrier causing 

endotoxemia and increasing systemic inflammation leading to a worsening of the clinical 

symptoms associated with ASD. In addition to increased intestinal permeability, previous 

studies have also found increased serum zonulin levels in NCGS patients.158 The 

pathophysiology of NCGS is not completely understood and has not been widely studied. 

Some studies suggest its pathophysiology is derived from an innate immune response 

rather than a combination of an innate and adaptive as is seen in CD.220,221 Currently, the 

diagnosis of NCGS is based on elimination of other diseases and self-reported 
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symptoms;208 the need for biomarkers to stratify patients with true NCGS is needed. The 

use of Hp genotyping as a biomarker for NCGS may help with diagnosis. 

 Based on these data the use of Hp genotype alone is not a useful biomarker of 

disease development, but its use in combination with other genetic biomarkers may be 

useful in disease modeling. Because of the extremely high penetrance of HLA in both CD 

and T1D, close to 100% of CD and 70% of T1D patients have an HLA DQ2 or DQ8 

genotype, these diseases were used in our models. The genetic weight of the HLA in 

these diseases can mask the weight of other genes in disease development. Here, we 

provide evidence for the first time that the combined use of HLA genotype and Hp 

genotype may be able to stratify both CD and T1D patients at risk of developing these 

diseases. The goal of disease modeling and patient stratification is to identify those who 

are risk of developing CIDs before this process begins. Despite this genetic weight, the 

modeling still showed increased positive predictive value with the addition of Hp 

genotype to HLA.    

 Our model of combining HLA genotype and Hp genotype does not reach a 

necessary positive predictive value, especially in relatives of disease patients (an 

extremely high at-risk population), to reach of the goal of intervening prior to disease 

development. The biggest drawback to these types of studies is most are retrospective and 

lack the necessary specimens and clinical data to create a strong predictive model. This 

goal can be achieved only by performing prospective studies from early infancy through 

disease development to have the necessary specimens and information to build a truly 

successful model. 
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 In conclusion, in this project we give strong evidence that the HP2 allele has 

increased frequency in several CIDs. Additionally, we show that in combination with the 

HLA genotype, the Hp genotype can better predict development of either CD or T1D 

from a HC population. The project gives evidence that the Hp genotype is a useful tool 

that could be used in the modeling of disease development. These models can be used to 

predict who in an at-risk population should be monitored, and eventually these models 

may be used to stratify disease populations for intervention and primary prevention.  
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Chapter 4. Final conclusions and future directions 

4.1 Final conclusions 

 This thesis is focused on exploring the role of the human zonulin gene, identified 

as HP2, in the development of CIDs. Numerous CIDs have been associated with 

increased serum zonulin levels and the HP2 gene separately,1 but no research has directly 

linked the HP2 gene, zonulin expression, increased intestinal permeability and 

subsequent development of CIDs. The association of the HP2 gene with many CIDs has 

been attributed to its decreased ability to scavenge free hemoglobin causing oxidative 

stress and inflammation. This association has been based on both human and animal data 

showing that the Hp2-2 genotype may cause an increase in oxidative stress in addition to 

worsening clinical outcomes.61,222,223 The mechanism proposed was based on the 

impaired processing of the Hp2-2-Hb complex in macrophages causing increased redox 

iron leading to the loss of lysosome membrane integrity, causing leakage of lysosomal 

enzymes into the cytoplasm. This leakage of lysosomal enzymes leads to DNA 

fragmentation and eventually apoptosis of the macrophage.224 This hypothesis implies 

that intravascular hemolysis must be a common phenomenon of development of CID in 

which HP2 gene has been implicated. Even with this evidence of impaired processing of 

the Hp-Hb in the Hp2-2 genotype, the discovery of pre-Hp2 as zonulin raises the 

possibility of an alternative mechanism that may explain the increased risk of CID 

development.  

 This study is the first to mechanistically link the HP2 gene with increased zonulin, 

increased intestinal permeability, an increased risk of developing CIDs, and increased 

morbidity and mortality in CIDs. Since the HP2 gene is only present in humans, we have 
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used a Ztm with the Hp2-2 genotype, to study the role of zonulin in a mouse model of 

inflammation. Under specific inflammatory insult, the Ztm had increased morbidity and 

mortality caused by increased small intestinal permeability. This observation in the Ztm 

model supports the notion that the presence of the zonulin gene in a variety of human 

CIDs could be an integral part of their pathogenesis rather than an epiphenomenon.  

 Increased intestinal permeability has long been implicated in CIDs. However, 

there has been no undisputable proof to date showing that impaired gut barrier function is 

directly involved in CID pathogenesis, rather than this impairment being either a 

consequence of the inflammatory process or merely an epiphenomenon. The 

development of the Ztm model gave us the unique opportunity not only to explore 

whether increased intestinal permeability is part of the CID pathogenesis, but also to 

study the key role of zonulin in modulating small intestinal permeability to 

macromolecules with onset of inflammation at a distal site (in the case of the DSS, the 

colonic mucosa). Under baseline conditions these mice developed no differently than WT 

mice. The only physiologic measure we found to be different under baseline conditions 

between Ztm and WT mice was an increased small intestinal permeability. Not 

surprisingly, this loss of barrier function did not cause any overt disease. These results 

confirm what we have previously reported in first-degree relatives of CD and T1D 

patients, in which a subset of patients has increased permeability but they do not progress 

to develop disease.4 

 However, when exposed to a pro-inflammatory stimulus (DSS), the Ztm mice 

showed increased morbidity and mortality over the WT mice, which was more 

pronounced in males.  While we did see signs of colitis in the WT mice, including weight 
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loss and colonic histological damage, the colitis in the Ztm was much more pronounced. 

Previous studies have shown that Hp-deficient mice develop more severe colitis through 

the production of inflammatory cytokines in intestinal tissue.171 This study suggests the 

increased colitis severity in the Ztm may be due to the lack of HP1 rather than the 

presence of the zonulin gene, i.e. HP2. Therefore, we examined small intestinal barrier 

function in the Ztm following DSS-induced colitis. Both in vivo and ex vivo experiments 

show a decreased small intestinal barrier function in the Ztm while small intestinal barrier 

function was maintained in WT mice. This effect was coupled with an increased 

expression of the HP2 gene in the small intestine, while no histological changes were 

observed. These data show the increased severity of DSS-induced colitis was associated 

with a worsening of the small intestinal barrier defect in Ztm secondary to an 

upregulation of the zonulin gene.  

 To mechanistically link the zonulin-dependent loss of small intestinal barrier 

function to the onset of DSS- induced colitis, Ztm were orally treated with the zonulin 

inhibitor AT1001 (larazotide acetate).98 Oral administration of AT1001 in DSS-treated 

Ztm completely rescued the increased morbidity (colitis) and mortality secondary to the 

correction of zonulin-dependent small intestinal barrier impairment, without affecting 

genetic expression of zonulin that was increased over baseline animals. The experiments 

with AT1001 also suggests it is zonulin as pre-Hp2 and not the mature Hp2 that is 

responsible for the increased susceptibility of Ztm to DSS-induced colitis, since mature 

Hp2 does not exert a permeating effect on small intestinal barrier59 and, therefore, any 

effect caused by mature Hp2 would not be antagonized by AT1001. Taken together, these 

data suggest that the increased susceptibility to DSS colitis seen in the Ztm is due to a 
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zonulin-dependent loss of small intestinal barrier function alternative to or in 

combination with the lack of the Hp1 protein with the subsequent defect of Hb 

scavenging.  

 To link these animal data to possible clinical implications in human CIDs, the 

distribution of the Hp genotypes was examined in a variety of pathological conditions, 

and disease modeling was performed by studying the distribution of Hp genes in relation 

to known HLA genes involved in the pathogenesis of CD and T1D. The allelic frequency 

of HP2 was increased in CD, T1D, NCGS, and ASD patients compared to HCs but not in 

schizophrenic patients. Additionally, the ReT1D population also showed an increased 

Hp2 frequency, while it was not increased in ReCD patients compared to HCs. When 

comparing ReCD and ReT1D to CD and T1D patients respectively, we saw increased 

HP2 allele frequency in CD patients but not in T1D.  For the first time, we have shown 

that the HP2 gene may influence the age of onset of diabetes. Several clinical reports 

suggest that early onset CIDs typically present with more severe pathophysiology and 

clinical symptoms, and are more at risk of developing secondary CIDs and disease 

complications.225-233 Patients with early onset of IBD (<5y) frequently present with a 

more severe phenotype with increased inflammation than those diagnosed as older 

children or adults.225-227 Due to the severe inflammation, poor response to clinical 

treatment, and increased duration of disease, the morbidity in this population is 

increased.225 In CD, children that develop the disease at a young age more frequently 

experience severe symptoms of malabsorption with failure to thrive, muscle wasting and 

reduced subcutaneous fat (Kwashiorkor-like clinical presentation).228 As the age of 

diagnosis increases, there is a trend toward milder clinical manifestations and less severe 
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villous atrophy.228,234 Early onset T1D (≤5y) is more likely to present with increased 

severity of clinical symptoms and an increased rate of b-cell destruction, with clinical 

severity increasing as age of onset decreases.229-232 Additionally, early onset T1D patients 

are at a higher risk of developing other autoimmune diseases, like CD,230 and central 

nervous symptom abnormalities.233 Our data combined with previous research suggests 

that the HP2 allele may contribute to early onset T1D and subsequently cause more 

severe clinical outcomes. 

 The HLA genotype has a very high penetrance in CD and T1D with almost 100% 

negative predictive value in CD. Since the HP2 allele is seen in high frequencies in both 

CD and T1D, and given the high penetrance of the HLA genotype in these conditions, we 

used the combination of HLA risk and Hp genotype to determine if the positive predictor 

of disease development would be increased over HLA alone. Comparing CD to HCs, 

patients with a high or average risk HLA (genetically compatible with CD) and the Hp2-2 

genotype have the highest risk of disease development. The presence of the Hp2-2 

genotype increases the risk of CD over that of the Hp2-1 or Hp1-1 genotype. 

Additionally, in CD patients, the positive predictive value of Hp and HLA together is 

higher than that of HLA alone. In T1D patients, the highest risk of developing T1D 

occurs in patients with either a high or average risk HLA independent of Hp genotype. 

Interestingly, in those T1D individualss with a low risk HLA, the Hp2-2 genotype 

increases the risk of developing T1D. Similar to the results seen in CD patients, the 

positive predictive value of T1D is highest with a combination of Hp genotype and HLA 

genotype. 
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 While increased risk and positive predictive value models are useful when 

looking at the general population, they are most useful when studying at-risk populations. 

First-degree relatives of both CD and T1D patients are at a much higher risk of 

developing disease than the general population. We therefore tested our models 

comparing CD to ReCD and T1D to ReT1D. In both CD and T1D models only the HLA 

could significantly distinguish between disease patients and their relatives.        

 In conclusion, this research demonstrates that the zonulin gene, HP2, increases 

the risk of developing CIDs both in humans and in our animal model. This risk is 

secondary to the zonulin effect on small intestinal barrier function, as shown in the 

animal model reported here, and as previously reported in CD,105 T1D,4,12 and ankylosing 

spondylitis.120 Additionally, the development of the Ztm model of DSS-induced colitis 

offers a unique opportunity to study the specific mechanisms of the loss of barrier 

function leading to CID development and creates a model to test therapeutic and 

preventive interventions. Furthermore, we show in humans the increased allelic 

frequency of the zonulin gene in several CIDs including CD, T1D, NCGS, and ASD. By 

using the Hp genotype in conjunction with the HLA genotype in CD and T1D, we have 

created a model that increases the positive predictive strength over HLA genotype alone.  

 

4.2 Future Directions 

 The Ztm model has provided us with an ideal model to study the effect of loss of 

small intestinal barrier function on the development of CIDs. This project shows that a 

decrease in small barrier function may lead to increased severity of colitis and mortality 

in a zonulin-dependent mechanism. We can now use the Ztm to further study the zonulin 
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signaling cascade in an in vivo model of disease. Our previous research shows that 

zonulin release is a MyD88-dependent process.88,90 After zonulin is released, zonulin 

signaling occurs through transactivation of EGFR through PAR2.59 We are now planning 

to cross the Ztm with MYD88-/- and PAR2-/- mice to created mice that will either be 

unable to release zonulin or will lack zonulin signaling. Both models will provide us 

additional tools to study the pathways of zonulin release and signaling.  

 Furthermore, recent research has suggested that intestinal barrier function might 

play a role in the development of several neurological diseases involving the gut brain 

axis. We have preliminary data suggesting that Ztm show a loss of the blood brain barrier 

at baseline, which causes behavioral changes. These preliminary data mirror what we 

have recently reported in children affected by autism.235 

 With the ability to look at the mechanisms of how loss of barrier function can 

influence CID development, these mice could be used to test possible drug interventions. 

Larazotide acetate (AT1001) is currently starting Phase III clinical trials for treatment of 

CD patients. Since intestinal permeability has been shown to be increased in several other 

CIDs, it can be postulated that larazotide acetate may have a role in the treatment or 

prevention of other CIDs besides CD. The Ztm model can be used to test this hypothesis 

on other CIDs outlined in Chapter 1. Our data have already shown how the use of 

larazotide acetate can reduce the induction of colitis, but whether it can be helpful in the 

treatment of other CIDs remains to be established.  

 The DSS model of colitis used in our proof-of-concept studies outlined in Chapter 

2 is widely accepted as a model of IBD. Equally accepted is the use of azoxymethane and 

weekly cycles of DSS as a model of colorectal cancer.236 There have been many types of 
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cancer that have been shown to be related to Hp, which we believe could be through 

zonulin’s modification of intestinal barrier function.13 With the Ztm and this well-

established model of colorectal cancer, we can study the mechanisms of how zonulin may 

be involved in the development of cancer.    

 Evidence now suggests that gut dysbiosis may cause functional changes in gut 

permeability, with subsequent increased Ag trafficking and loss of tolerance leading to 

CID in genetically susceptible individuals (Figure 1.3).182 We have shown that besides 

gliadin, the only other known stimulus to release zonulin is bacteria.86 It is therefore 

likely that bacteria may play a role in the pathogenesis of diseases involving the zonulin 

pathway. Therefore, repeating the same experiments presented in Chapter 2 in antibiotic-

treated or germ-free Ztm, which have been humanized with stool obtained from patients 

affected by a variety of CIDs, could increase our understanding of the role the intestinal 

microbiome plays in modulating intestinal permeability through zonulin and, therefore, 

how the gut microbiome can influence the development of CID in genetically susceptible 

individuals. 

 While the in vivo experiments described above will improve our understanding of 

how the microbiome can influence disease development, gut organoids provide a model 

to study the very early steps involved in the intestinal epithelial mechanisms involved in 

antigen trafficking and subsequent loss of tolerance and onset of inflammation. The crypt 

cells can be isolated from intestinal tissue and cultured to grow into mouse gut organoids 

indefinitely.237-239 Since gut organoids are derived from intestinal stem cells, they can be 

used to study whether the HP2 allele causes epigenetic changes independent of external 

stimuli, such as the intestinal microbiome. Additionally, these gut organoids can be 
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grown as monolayers to test the effect of specific gut bacteria and/or their metabolites on 

barrier function. The exact mechanism by which bacteria and/or their metabolites cause 

increased intestinal permeability can be studied. Co-culture experiments can be 

performed using gut organoids and immune cells from the same mice, both before and 

after inflammatory stimuli, to understand the role of specific immune cells in the 

maintenance of intestinal homeostasis.   

 Our data on disease modeling are extremely intriguing. The increase of the Hp2 

allele in many CIDs has been well described in the literature, but its use in combination 

with other risk factors to model disease development has not been studied. We show that 

in the presence of specific HLA genotypes, the Hp genotype can increases the positive 

predictive value of both CD and T1D against HCs. Our data suggesting the risk of early 

onset T1D is increased in patients who carry at least 1 copy of the HP2 allele is a novel 

finding that needs to be further explored and expanded to other CIDs. Our ongoing 

multicenter longitudinal study on infants at risk for CD, Celiac Disease Genomic 

Environmental Microbiome and Metabolomic (CDGEMM) study, will allow us to study 

whether a similar trend is seen in CD. The expansion of our data on T1D to include a 

prospective study similar to our CDGEMM study would allow further conclusions to be 

drawn regarding this phenomenon. It has been well described that first-degree relatives of 

both CD and T1D have an increased risk of developing disease compared to the general 

population (~10x). Recent data have shown that the presence of a specific HLA genotype, 

DQ2 homozygous, increases the risk of CD to 38%.194 These data suggest the use of 

HLA in further stratifying ReCD into those who are at an increased risk of developing 

CD. Our ongoing CDGEMM study on infants at risk for CD, similar to those described 
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by Lionetti et al., is aimed at addressing the question of patient stratification and 

personalized prevention of CD.240 Ultimately, our results will be instrumental in 

implementing personalized and precision medicine approaches in which patient 

stratification based on our risk modeling will allow us to either identify specific 

subgroups of patients affected by several CIDs that may benefit from the treatment of 

zonulin inhibitors or establish preventive measures to avoid loss of antigen tolerance and 

onset of CIDs in genetically susceptible individuals. 
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